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 Drillbrush Power Scrubber is a line of drill-powered cleaning brushes built to work in cordless drills and impact 
drivers. By utilizing the power of a drill, Drillbrush products can effectively scrub tough surface stains without the strain 
of hand scrubbing.

 Drillbrush was created in 2007 by car wash owner Anthony 
LaPolla. Looking to ease the discomfort of Carpal Tunnel Syndrome while 
cleaning rims by hand, he took a standard toilet scrub brush and modified 
it to fit in a cordless drill. The device wowwed car wash patrons and many 
asked where they could get one for themselves.

 Drillbrush grew from a simple gadget to a successful e-commerce 
company, providing alternative scrubbing solutions to homeowners and 
professional cleaners across the globe.

 We have sold brushes to companies such as General Mills, 
Boeing, Molson Coors, Nestle Purina, PepsiCo, and SpaceX, as well 
as government institutions such as The United States Air Force, United 
States Coast Guard, United States Navy, and The Swiss Armasuisse. 

 Drillbrush strives to make cleaning faster, easier, and more 
convenient for everyone from custodians to homemakers. We make 
brushes in all shapes, sizes, and textures to handle any surface. We also 
have a variety of scrub pads, extensions, and accessories to make sure 
our customers always have the right tools for the job. 

 Our brushes require a standard cordless drill or impact driver to 
use. We do not sell cordless drills, nor are they included with the brush 
upon purchase.

TABLE OF CONTENTS

Drillbrush Medium Yellow 2 inch Short brush cleaning a tub overflow plate.

Founder Anthony LaPolla stands by a
display of Drillbrush products.
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BRUSH APPLICATION GUIDE
 Our brushes are color-coded based on stiffness and application, providing a quick visual cue on 
which brush you’ll need. Below is a chart listing each available color, it’s general application, the page 
it can be found on, and additional details and uses.

SHAF T  GUIDE

SAFE TY GUIDE

 The majority of Drillbrush products feature a 1/4 inch quickchange shaft, a bit that is 
compatible with most standard cordless drills and impact drivers. However, some more specialized 
products have different connection types. Below is a chart illustrating the different shafts we use.

When cleaning, particles and cleaning materials may become airborne. To 
protect your eyes, always wear a minimum of ANSI Z87.1 rated protective 
eyewear or goggles when working with Drillbrush products.

• If you have allergies or respiratory issues, be sure to wear a dust mask 
when working around mold, mildew, or heavy grime.

• Do NOT use Drillbrush products in corded drills, as the high torque may be 
too intense for the brush. Additionally, using a corded drill near water may 
pose an electrocution risk.

• Brushes and pads with a rating of “Stiff” or higher are very coarse. Do not 
use Drillbrush products on skin to avoid potential injury.

• While Drillbrush may be fun and easy to use, do not let children use 
Drillbrush products unattended.

• The Threaded-to-Quickchange adapter is a small object that may be 
considered a choking hazard. Keep small brushes and accessories away from 
small children.

Always use ANSI Z87.1 rated protective 
eyewear when using Drillbrush.

SOFT WHITE HOME & AUTO BRUSHES

MEDIUM YELLOW BATHROOM BRUSHES

MEDIUM GREEN KITCHEN BRUSHES

MEDIUM BLUE MARINE, POOL, & OUTDOOR BRUSHES

STIFF RED OUTDOOR & PATIO BRUSHES

ULTRA STIFF GRILL & INDUSTRIAL BRUSHES

PAGE 8

PAGE 10

PAGE 12

PAGE 14

PAGE 16

PAGE 18

 White brushes are the softest in the Drillbrush line and are perfect for scrubbing 
delicate surfaces, like windows, carpets, wood, and upholstery. It is also great for pet clean-up.

 Additionally, white brushes are our go-to automotive brush; great for scrubbing 
rims, headlights, windshield, car seats, and trim. However, while the bristles are non-scratch, 
particles on your vehicle’s surface are, so do not use drill-powered brush on automotive paint.

 The oldest and most versatile of our brushes, Medium Yellow brushes have been 
there since the beginning to help scrub up bathroom-based stains. Whether it be in the tub, 
shower, sink, or behind the toilet; if it’s in the bathroom, it can handle it!

 Medium brushes excel in other areas as well, such as cleaning car mats, outdoor 
rugs, and removing pet hair from furniture. 

 You wouldn’t want to use your bathroom brush on food prep surfaces, so we’ve 
designated our Green brush as a kitchen brush to prevent cleaning cross contamination. 

 Green brushes can scrub linoleum, countertops, stovetops, refrigerator shelves, and 
small appliances like coffee makers and microwaves. These brushes can clean everything AND 
the kitchen sink.

 While Yellow is for bathrooms and Green is for kitchens, Medium Blue brushes are 
for everything else! They’re great for marine-based applications, such as boat hulls, kayaks, 
canoes, and other watercraft.

 They’re also handy for scrubbing pool lining, boot trays, antiskid surfaces, and other 
outdoor surfaces that don’t quite require a Stiff Red brush.

 Red brushes are stiffer than the mediums, making them ideal for tough stains in and 
around the house. Stiff Red brushes are best suited for surfaces exposed to the elements, such 
as siding, gutters, shutters, vinyl furniture, decks, and jungle gyms.

	 They	also	hold	their	own	cleaning	stone	planters,	fire	places,	and	tough	messes	in	
cellars and garages.

 If the rest can’t do it, the Black brush can! The Ultra Stiff Black brush is for heavy 
duty cleaning and harsh surfaces. It’s perfect for removing gristle from grill grates, cleaning 
ovens	and	fire	pits,	and	scrubbing	down	lawn	and	industrial	equipment.	

 Not only can it clean the toughest surfaces imaginable, it’s strong enough to remove 
chipped paint and some rust stains.

DRILLBRUSH SHAFT GUIDE
1/4”Quickchange Shaft 5/16” Hexagonal

Shaft
5/16” 24 thread/inch

Threaded Shaft
5/8” 11 thread/inch

Threaded Nut

• Most common shaft 
type among Drillbrush 
products.

• Fits all cordless drills and 
impact drivers.

• Standard shaft for small 
to large sized brushes.

• Heat-treated plated steel 
shaft.

• Featured on Drillbrush 
5-inch Hex brushes. (see 
page 20)

• Fits standard cordless 
drills.

• Does NOT fit impact 
drivers.

• Durable plated steel shaft.

• Featured on Drillbrush 
5-inch Threaded brushes. 
(see page 20)

• Fits variable speed 
polishers. Does NOT fit 
cordless drills  or impact 
drivers.

• Durable, Grade 8 heat-
treated  zinc-plated shaft.

• Featured on Drillbrush 
7-inch Industrial brushes. 
(see page 21)

• Fits rotary polishers. NOT 
safe for use in grinders.

• Industrial grade heat-
treated plated steel nut.

• Requires use of set screws 
to secure. 

“I have rheumatoid arthritis, and this has made my life 
so much easier! My tub was disgusting, but now it’s pure 

white and my hands didn’t suffer!”
- JSciborski

Amazon Customer
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BRUSH SHAPE CHARTS
 No one brush can handle every cleaning task alone, which is why we offer brushes in a variety of 
different	shapes	and	bristle	configurations.	Our	brushes	come	in	four	distinct	groups;	Corner	brushes,	
Flat brushes, Detail brushes, and Edge brushes.

Corner Brushes

 Drillbrush corner brushes are rounded, bullet-shaped scrub brushes designed to get into tight corners 
and contoured surfaces. 

 Corner brushes are available in four shapes; Original, Mini Original, Jumbo Original, and Cone-shaped. 
The Original, Mini, and Jumbo, are cylindrically shaped and have bristles surrounding the block. The standard 
Original is a great general purpose brush, the Mini can get into tight spaces, and the Jumbo can clean larger 
surfaces.

 The Cone-shaped corner brush has bristles trimmed into a sloped shape, which allows it to clean in tight 
90-degree angled corners.

Flat Brushes

 The Drillbrush flat brush is a disc-shaped brush 
with all the bristles arranged in a circle on one side of the 
block. These brushes are built for scrubbing flat, level 
surfaces. 

 There are five types of flat brush; 4 inch, 5 inch, 
5 inch Hex, 5 inch Threaded, and 7 inch.

 The 4 inch and 5 inch brushes are standard 
flat surface scrubbers, able to handle a variety of daily 
cleaning tasks. The 5 inch Hex and Threaded are 
functional similar to the 5 inch, but have different shafts for 
use in adjustable chuck drills and variable speed polishers 
respectively. 

 The 7 inch brush is a large brush for industrial 
grade professional cleaning. It has a threaded nut for use 
in rotary polishers.

Detail Brushes

 Drillbrush detail brushes are small, 
round brush with bristles on one side designed 
for spot cleaning, detailing, and other small 
scale cleaning applications.

 There are three detail brushes; the 2 
inch Short, 2 inch Long, and 1 inch Long.

 The 2 inch Short focuses on small but 
tough stains, such as cooked food splatter and 
toothpaste drops. 

 The 2 inch Long has longer bristles 
than the 2 inch, and can clean small fixtures like 
faucets and drain openings.

 The 1 inch Long brush has the longest 
bristles of any Drillbrush and is designed for 
cleaning lug nuts, jars, and intricate trim work.

Edge Brushes

 The Drillbrush Edge brush is a wheel-shaped brush with 
a thin ring of bristles surrounding the outside of the block. This 
brush is designed to get into grout lines, grooves, and grated 
surfaces. The thin ring allows it to get into crevices that wider 
brushes are unable to hit.

 Not only is it great for grout, but it also works well on 
thin surfaces like bike tires and on the soles of shoes and 
boots. Due to it’s design, it is also able to pull fine debris out of 
surfaces like mouse mats and bath rugs.
 

• Drillbrush products are sold individually and in assorted brush kits. Most brushes are available in every color 
and stiffness. Single brushes can be found on Pages 8 - 21.

• Brushes of different shapes are often bundled together in a kit to provide multiple options for the wide range 
of surfaces. Kits with brushes of the same color, but different shapes start at Page 26.

• Kits with multiple of one brush shape, but in different colors are on Page 38.

• Kits with varying shapes and colors are on Page 40.

• Kits that feature both brushes and our drill-powered scrubbing pads are highlighted on Page 44.

• Brushes paired with Cleaners and Buffers are on Page 47.

• For kits featuring our newest brushes (the Jumbo Original, Corner, and 1 inch Long), go to Page 22.

Drillbrush corner cleaning brushes. From left to right;
Mini Original, Original, Jumbo Original, and Cone-shaped Corner 

Drillbrush flat brushes. Clockwise left to right;
4 inch, 5 inch Hex, 7 inch, 5 inch, and 5 inch Thread

Drillbrush detail brushes. From left to right;
2 inch Short, 2 inch Long, and 1 inch Long

Drillbrush Edge brush.

DRILLBRUSH SHAPE KITS
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SOFT WHITE BRUSHES
 Soft bristled brushes, also known as our “Home and Auto” brushes, are built for cleaning 
delicate surfaces, such as glass, carpets, wood, upholstery, and fabrics. It also makes for a great 
automotive brush, able to clean rims, tires, headlights, seats, and more!

SOFT WHITE 1 INCH LONG BRUSH

SOFT WHITE MINI ORIGINAL BRUSH

SOFT WHITE 2 INCH SHORT BRUSH

SOFT WHITE ORIGINAL BRUSH

SOFT WHITE 2 INCH LONG BRUSH

SOFT WHITE JUMBO ORIGINAL BRUSH

SOFT WHITE 4 INCH FLAT BRUSH

SOFT WHITE EDGE BRUSH

SOFT WHITE 5 INCH FLAT BRUSH

SOFT WHITE CORNER BRUSH

1IN-L-W-QC-DB

M-S-W-QC-DB

2IN-S-W-QC-DB

O-S-W-QC-DB

2IN-L-W-QC-DB

J-S-W-QC-DB

4IN-S-W-QC-DB

E-S-W-QC-DB

5IN-S-W-QC-DB

C-S-W-QC-DB

$7.95

$8.77

$8.07

$10.41

$8.10

$10.95

$8.25

$9.95

$9.25

$8.95

• 1.5 inch (3.81cm) diameter.
• 2.5 inch (6.35cm) long soft nylon bristles.
•	1/4	inch	quickchange	shaft	fits	all	cordless	drills	&	impact	drivers.
• Long-bristled design built for cleaning lugnuts, getting inside jars and   
				glassware,	and	scrubbing	intricate	ornamentation	and	fixtures.	

• 2.5 inches (6.35cm) wide, 3 inches (7.62cm) long.
• 1 inch (2.54cm) soft nylon bristles.
•	1/4	inch	quickchange	shaft	fits	all	cordless	drills	&	impact	drivers.
• Built for cleaning tight corners and contoured surfaces.
• Cleans vases, pitchers, crown molding, vehicle trim, and cupholders.

• 2 inch (5.08cm) diameter.
• 1 inch (2.54cm) soft nylon bristles.
•	1/4	inch	quickchange	shaft	fits	all	cordless	drills	&	impact	drivers.
• Built for detailing and spot cleaning.
• Cleans spots on upholstery and mirrors.

• 3.25 inches (8.255cm) wide, 3.5 inches (8.89cm) long.
• 1.25 inch (3.175cm) soft nylon bristles.
•	1/4	inch	quickchange	shaft	fits	all	cordless	drills	&	impact	drivers.
• Built for cleaning corners and contoured surfaces.
• Great for cleaning rims, tires, car mats, and vehicle upholstery.

• 2 inch (5.08cm) diameter.
• 1.5 inch (3.81cm) soft nylon bristles.
•	1/4	inch	quickchange	shaft	fits	all	cordless	drills	&	impact	drivers.
• Built for detailing and spot cleaning.
•	Cleans	in	and	around	small	fixtures,	trim	details,	and	lugnuts.

• 3.5 inches (8.89cm) wide, 5 inch (12.7cm) long.
• 1.25 inch (3.175cm) soft nylon bristles.
•	1/4	inch	quickchange	shaft	fits	all	cordless	drills	&	impact	drivers.
• Built for cleaning corners and contoured surfaces.
• Cleans carpets, rims, and couches.

• 4 inch (10.16cm) diameter
• 1 inch (2.54cm) soft nylon bristles.
•	1/4	inch	quickchange	shaft	fits	all	cordless	drills	&	impact	drivers.
• Built for cleaning level surfaces.
• Great for cleaning mirrors, seat cushions, and headlights.

• 3.5 inches (8.89cm) diameter block.
• 3/4 inch (1.905cm) soft nylon bristles.
•	1/4	inch	quickchange	shaft	fits	all	cordless	drills	&	impact	drivers.
• Built for cleaning grout lines and grooved surfaces.
• Scrubs bicycle tires, boot treads, and mouse mats.

• 5 inch (12.7cm) diameter
• 1 inch (2.54cm) soft nylon bristles.
•	1/4	inch	quickchange	shaft	fits	all	cordless	drills	&	impact	drivers.
• Built for cleaning level surfaces.
• Scrubs carpets, windshields, mirrors, coffee tables, and more!

• 2.5 inch (6.35cm) diameter block.
• 1 to 2 inch (2.54cm to 5.08cm) long soft bristles.
•	1/4	inch	quickchange	shaft	fits	all	cordless	drills	&	impact	drivers.
• Built for cleaning grout lines and grooved surfaces.
• Cleans crown molding and trim on wooden furniture.

White 4 inch flat brush 
scrubbing a window.

Soft White 2 inch Long detail brush 
cleaning automotive trim.

Soft White Jumbo Original 
cleaning rims.

White Corner brush being used 
on a window frame.

“Used the white brush to clean my glass 
shower doors. Easiest process ever with a 
little Simple Green. Just bought the yellow 

brushes for [the] rest of [the] bathroom.

- Blair Haney
Amazon Customer

“I used these brush heads to clean my friend’s car interior, 
which had NASTY stains. These drill brushes allowed me to 

fully clean the car interior!”
- babyturnthepage
Amazon Customer

Soft White Edge brush getting in the crease 
between two panes of a bathroom mirror.
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MEDIUM YELLOW BRUSHES
 The Medium Yellow brushes have been there since the beginning and are the ultimate bathroom 
scrub	brushes.	The	moderate	stiffness	makes	them	perfect	for	just	about	any	surfaces,	from	tile	floors	
and	shower	doors	to	porcelan	fixtures	and	so	much	more!

MEDIUM YELLOW 1 INCH LONG BRUSH

MEDIUM YELLOW MINI ORIGINAL BRUSH

MEDIUM YELLOW 2 INCH SHORT BRUSH

MEDIUM YELLOW ORIGINAL BRUSH

MEDIUM YELLOW 2 INCH LONG BRUSH

MEDIUM YELLOW JUMBO ORIGINAL BRUSH

MEDIUM YELLOW 4 INCH FLAT BRUSH

MEDIUM YELLOW EDGE BRUSH

MEDIUM YELLOW 5 INCH FLAT BRUSH

MEDIUM YELLOW CORNER BRUSH

1IN-L-Y-QC-DB

M-S-Y-QC-DB

2IN-S-Y-QC-DB

O-S-Y-QC-DB

2IN-L-Y-QC-DB

J-S-Y-QC-DB

4IN-S-Y-QC-DB

E-S-Y-QC-DB

5IN-S-Y-QC-DB

C-S-Y-QC-DB

$7.95

$8.77

$8.07

$10.41

$8.10

$10.95

$8.25

$9.95

$9.25

$8.95

• 1.5 inch (3.81cm) diameter.
• 2.5 inch (6.35cm) long medium nylon bristles.
•	1/4	inch	quickchange	shaft	fits	all	cordless	drills	&	impact	drivers.
• Long-bristled design built for cleaning lugnuts, getting inside jars and   
				glassware,	and	cleaning	intricate	ornamentation	and	fixtures.	

• 2.5 inches (6.35cm) wide, 3 inches (7.62cm) long.
• 1 inch (2.54cm) medium nylon bristles.
•	1/4	inch	quickchange	shaft	fits	all	cordless	drills	&	impact	drivers.
• Built for cleaning tight corners and contoured surfaces.
•	Great	for	cleaning	tub	drains	and	fixtures.

• 2 inch (5.08cm) diameter.
• 1 inch (2.54cm) medium nylon bristles.
•	1/4	inch	quickchange	shaft	fits	all	cordless	drills	&	impact	drivers.
• Built for detailing and spot cleaning.
• Cleans spots on bathroom counters and spouts.

• 3.25 inches (8.255cm) wide, 3.5 inches (8.89cm) long.
• 1.25 inch (3.175cm) medium nylon bristles.
•	1/4	inch	quickchange	shaft	fits	all	cordless	drills	&	impact	drivers.
• Built for cleaning corners and contoured surfaces.
• Scrubs sinks, tubs, drains, toilet basins, bath rugs, and more!

• 2 inch (5.08cm) diameter.
• 1.5 inch (3.81cm) medium nylon bristles.
•	1/4	inch	quickchange	shaft	fits	all	cordless	drills	&	impact	drivers.
• Built for detailing and spot cleaning.
•	Great	for	cleaning	faucets	and	fixtures.

• 3.5 inches (8.89cm) wide, 5 inch (12.7cm) long.
• 1.25 inch (3.175cm) medium nylon bristles.
•	1/4	inch	quickchange	shaft	fits	all	cordless	drills	&	impact	drivers.
• Built for cleaning corners and contoured surfaces.
• Great for scrubbing tub walls and bath mats.

• 4 inch (10.16cm) diameter
• 1 inch (2.54cm) medium nylon bristles.
•	1/4	inch	quickchange	shaft	fits	all	cordless	drills	&	impact	drivers.
• Built for cleaning level surfaces.
• Great for scrubbing bathtubs and countertops.

• 3.5 inches (8.89cm) diameter block.
• 3/4 inch (1.905cm) medium nylon bristles.
•	1/4	inch	quickchange	shaft	fits	all	cordless	drills	&	impact	drivers.
• Built for cleaning grout lines and grooved surfaces.
• Cleans tile and shower grout.

• 5 inch (12.7cm) diameter
• 1 inch (2.54cm) medium nylon bristles.
•	1/4	inch	quickchange	shaft	fits	all	cordless	drills	&	impact	drivers.
• Built for cleaning level surfaces.
•	Cleans	tile	floors	and	shower	doors	with	ease.

• 2.5 inch (6.35cm) diameter block.
• 1 to 2 inch (2.54cm to 5.08cm) long medium bristles.
•	1/4	inch	quickchange	shaft	fits	all	cordless	drills	&	impact	drivers.
• Built for cleaning grout lines and grooved surfaces.
• Scrubs shelving and trim in showers.

Medium Yellow 5 inch brush cleaning 
a shower wall.

Yellow Medium 2 inch Long detail 
brush cleaning a tub overflow plate.

Yellow Medium Mini Original 
cleaning a faucet.

Jumbo Original bathroom brush 
cleaning the walls of a bathtub.

“I thought my hard water stains 
would never come off my shower 

doors. Bought this awesome brush 
set and it amazing!!! I’ve tried all the 
hacks... drier sheets, clean erasers, 
lemon, vinegar... nothing works like 

this brush!”
- Traci D.

Amazon Customer

“In five minutes my tub was sparkling clean. This item is no joke. 
The flat brushes are awesome for big surfaces and the cone brush 
hits the hard to reach corners. I liked them so much I bought a set 

for my Mom.”
- Jason B.

Amazon Customer Medium Yellow Original brush scrubbing a shower shelf.
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MEDIUM GREEN BRUSHES
 Got a kitchen to clean up? Send the Medium Green brushes in to tackle to task. Their medium 
stiffness makes them perfect for most jobs, from cleaning counter and stovetops to appliances large 
and small!

MEDIUM GREEN 1 INCH LONG BRUSH

MEDIUM GREEN MINI ORIGINAL BRUSH

MEDIUM GREEN 2 INCH SHORT BRUSH

MEDIUM GREEN ORIGINAL BRUSH

MEDIUM GREEN 2 INCH LONG BRUSH

MEDIUM GREEN JUMBO ORIGINAL BRUSH

MEDIUM GREEN 4 INCH FLAT BRUSH

MEDIUM GREEN EDGE BRUSH

MEDIUM GREEN 5 INCH FLAT BRUSH

MEDIUM GREEN CORNER BRUSH

1IN-L-G-QC-DB

M-S-G-QC-DB

2IN-S-G-QC-DB

O-S-G-QC-DB

2IN-L-G-QC-DB

J-S-G-QC-DB

4IN-S-G-QC-DB

E-S-G-QC-DB

5IN-S-G-QC-DB

C-S-G-QC-DB

$7.95

$8.77

$8.07

$10.41

$8.10

$10.95

$8.25

$9.95

$9.25

$8.95

• 1.5 inch (3.81cm) diameter.
• 2.5 inch (6.35cm) long medium nylon bristles.
•	1/4	inch	quickchange	shaft	fits	all	cordless	drills	&	impact	drivers.
• Long-bristled design built for cleaning lugnuts, getting inside jars and   
				glassware,	and	cleaning	intricate	ornamentation	and	fixtures.	

• 2.5 inches (6.35cm) wide, 3 inches (7.62cm) long.
• 1 inch (2.54cm) medium nylon bristles.
•	1/4	inch	quickchange	shaft	fits	all	cordless	drills	&	impact	drivers.
• Built for cleaning tight corners and contoured surfaces.
• Cleans small appliances and refrigerator door shelves.

• 2 inch (5.08cm) diameter.
• 1 inch (2.54cm) medium nylon bristles.
•	1/4	inch	quickchange	shaft	fits	all	cordless	drills	&	impact	drivers.
• Built for detailing and spot cleaning.
• Great for scrubbing spots on countertops and sinks.

• 3.25 inches (8.255cm) wide, 3.5 inches (8.89cm) long.
• 1.25 inch (3.175cm) medium nylon bristles.
•	1/4	inch	quickchange	shaft	fits	all	cordless	drills	&	impact	drivers.
• Built for cleaning corners and contoured surfaces.
• Great for scrubbing kitchen sinks, drains, and backsplashing.

• 2 inch (5.08cm) diameter.
• 1.5 inch (3.81cm) medium nylon bristles.
•	1/4	inch	quickchange	shaft	fits	all	cordless	drills	&	impact	drivers.
• Built for detailing and spot cleaning.
•	Cleans	sink	fixtures	and	small	appliances.

• 3.5 inches (8.89cm) wide, 5 inch (12.7cm) long.
• 1.25 inch (3.175cm) medium nylon bristles.
•	1/4	inch	quickchange	shaft	fits	all	cordless	drills	&	impact	drivers.
• Built for cleaning corners and contoured surfaces.
• Cleans sinks, large appliances, and backsplashes.

• 4 inch (10.16cm) diameter
• 1 inch (2.54cm) medium nylon bristles.
•	1/4	inch	quickchange	shaft	fits	all	cordless	drills	&	impact	drivers.
• Built for cleaning level surfaces.
• Great for scrubbing stovetops, cabinets, and refrigerators.

• 3.5 inches (8.89cm) diameter block.
• 3/4 inch (1.905cm) medium nylon bristles.
•	1/4	inch	quickchange	shaft	fits	all	cordless	drills	&	impact	drivers.
• Built for cleaning grout lines and grooved surfaces.
• Great for cleaning linoleum grout and oven grates.

• 5 inch (12.7cm) diameter
• 1 inch (2.54cm) medium nylon bristles.
•	1/4	inch	quickchange	shaft	fits	all	cordless	drills	&	impact	drivers.
• Built for cleaning level surfaces.
•	Cleans	linoleum	flooring	and	kitchen	countertops.

• 2.5 inch (6.35cm) diameter block.
• 1 to 2 inch (2.54cm to 5.08cm) long medium bristles.
•	1/4	inch	quickchange	shaft	fits	all	cordless	drills	&	impact	drivers.
• Built for cleaning in tight corners.
• Cleans backsplashes and corners on shelves.

Medium Green 5 inch flat brush 
scrubbing a stovetop.

Medium Green 2 inch Short detail 
brush scrubbing the rim of a sink.

Medium Green Original brush clean-
ing the drain of a kitchen sink.

Medium Green Edge brush being 
used on the trim around a stovetop.

“I can’t complain anymore, 
cleaning has never been 

so easy”
- Yakiese

Amazon CA Customer“I wish I had purchased this years ago! Money well spent. It definitely 
required elbow grease to get rid of the nasty soap scum, but way less than 

anything else I’ve ever used.”
- Back Porch Reader

Amazon Customer
Medium Green Corner brush scrubbing a stove hood.
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MEDIUM BLUE BRUSHES
 Medium Blue brushes are for cleaning tasks outside of the home. Blue brushes are geared 
for marine and pool-based scrubbing, but can also handle other general purpose tasks, like cleaning 
outdoor furniture, boot trays, and siding.

MEDIUM BLUE 1 INCH LONG BRUSH

MEDIUM BLUE MINI ORIGINAL BRUSH

MEDIUM BLUE 2 INCH SHORT BRUSH

MEDIUM BLUE ORIGINAL BRUSH

MEDIUM BLUE 2 INCH LONG BRUSH

MEDIUM BLUE JUMBO ORIGINAL BRUSH

MEDIUM BLUE 4 INCH FLAT BRUSH

MEDIUM BLUE EDGE BRUSH

MEDIUM BLUE 5 INCH FLAT BRUSH

MEDIUM BLUE CORNER BRUSH

1IN-L-B-QC-DB

M-S-B-QC-DB

2IN-S-B-QC-DB

O-S-B-QC-DB

2IN-L-B-QC-DB

J-S-B-QC-DB

4IN-S-B-QC-DB

E-S-B-QC-DB

5IN-S-B-QC-DB

C-S-B-QC-DB

$7.95

$8.77

$8.07

$10.41

$8.10

$10.95

$8.25

$9.95

$9.25

$8.95

• 1.5 inch (3.81cm) diameter.
• 2.5 inch (6.35cm) long medium nylon bristles.
•	1/4	inch	quickchange	shaft	fits	all	cordless	drills	&	impact	drivers.
• Long-bristled design built for cleaning lugnuts, getting inside jars and   
				glassware,	and	cleaning	intricate	ornamentation	and	fixtures.	

• 2.5 inches (6.35cm) wide, 3 inches (7.62cm) long.
• 1 inch (2.54cm) medium nylon bristles.
•	1/4	inch	quickchange	shaft	fits	all	cordless	drills	&	impact	drivers.
• Built for cleaning tight corners and contoured surfaces.
• Great for scrubbing vinyl furniture and pool lining.

• 2 inch (5.08cm) diameter.
• 1 inch (2.54cm) medium nylon bristles.
•	1/4	inch	quickchange	shaft	fits	all	cordless	drills	&	impact	drivers.
• Built for detailing and spot cleaning.
• Cleans boat trim and winches.

• 3.25 inches (8.255cm) wide, 3.5 inches (8.89cm) long.
• 1.25 inch (3.175cm) medium nylon bristles.
•	1/4	inch	quickchange	shaft	fits	all	cordless	drills	&	impact	drivers.
• Built for cleaning corners and contoured surfaces.
• Cleans canoes, kayaks, and vinyl furniture.

• 2 inch (5.08cm) diameter.
• 1.5 inch (3.81cm) medium nylon bristles.
•	1/4	inch	quickchange	shaft	fits	all	cordless	drills	&	impact	drivers.
• Built for detailing and spot cleaning.
• Cleans boat trim and winches.

• 3.5 inches (8.89cm) wide, 5 inch (12.7cm) long.
• 1.25 inch (3.175cm) medium nylon bristles.
•	1/4	inch	quickchange	shaft	fits	all	cordless	drills	&	impact	drivers.
• Built for cleaning corners and contoured surfaces.
• Cleans boot trays, pool lining, and boat hulls.

• 4 inch (10.16cm) diameter
• 1 inch (2.54cm) medium nylon bristles.
•	1/4	inch	quickchange	shaft	fits	all	cordless	drills	&	impact	drivers.
• Built for cleaning level surfaces.
• Great for cleaning vinyl furniture and boat hulls.

• 3.5 inches (8.89cm) diameter block.
• 3/4 inch (1.905cm) medium nylon bristles.
•	1/4	inch	quickchange	shaft	fits	all	cordless	drills	&	impact	drivers.
• Built for cleaning grout lines and grooved surfaces.
•	Scrubs	the	grooves	in	antiskid	and	plastic	floor	mats.

• 5 inch (12.7cm) diameter
• 1 inch (2.54cm) medium nylon bristles.
•	1/4	inch	quickchange	shaft	fits	all	cordless	drills	&	impact	drivers.
• Built for cleaning level surfaces.
• Cleans boat hulls, kayaks, and canoes.

• 2.5 inch (6.35cm) diameter block.
• 1 to 2 inch (2.54cm to 5.08cm) long medium bristles.
•	1/4	inch	quickchange	shaft	fits	all	cordless	drills	&	impact	drivers.
• Built for cleaning in tight corners.
• Scrubs tight corners on plastic furniture and ship interiors.

Medium Blue 4 inch Flat brush 
scrubbing the back of a boat.

Medium Blue 2 inch brush cleaning 
the side of a boat

Medium Blue Mini Original brush 
scrubbing a boat cleat.

Medium Blue Original brush 
cleaning a boat ladder.

“Bought the set so I can clean the 
tight spots on my boat. They do an 
awesome job and make detailing 

much easier.”
- Robert Neubauer
Amazon Customer

“As soon as I saw these I thought, “I freaking have to have that!” I mean, what sane 
person doesn’t want to combine cleaning and power tools?!? It seemed like an awesome 

idea. And as soon as the package arrived, the main brush went straight on my drill for 
some heavy-duty cleaning.”

- Keith K.
Amazon Customer Medium Blue corner brush being used on plastic trim.
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STIFF RED BRUSHES
 Stiff Red brushes have tougher bristles for tougher stains. These brushes are great for outdoor 
cleaning	tasks,	like	gutters,	siding,	decks,	and	RVs,	as	well	as	in	garages,	cellars,	and	fireplaces.

STIFF RED 1 INCH LONG BRUSH

STIFF RED MINI ORIGINAL BRUSH

STIFF RED 2 INCH SHORT BRUSH

STIFF RED ORIGINAL BRUSH

STIFF RED 2 INCH LONG BRUSH

STIFF RED JUMBO ORIGINAL BRUSH

STIFF RED 4 INCH FLAT BRUSH

STIFF RED EDGE BRUSH

STIFF RED 5 INCH FLAT BRUSH

STIFF RED CORNER BRUSH

1IN-L-R-QC-DB

M-S-R-QC-DB

2IN-S-R-QC-DB

O-S-R-QC-DB

2IN-L-R-QC-DB

J-S-R-QC-DB

4IN-S-R-QC-DB

E-S-R-QC-DB

5IN-S-R-QC-DB

C-S-R-QC-DB

$7.95

$8.77

$8.07

$10.41

$8.10

$10.95

$8.25

$9.95

$9.25

$8.95

• 1.5 inch (3.81cm) diameter.
• 2.5 inch (6.35cm) long stiff nylon bristles.
•	1/4	inch	quickchange	shaft	fits	all	cordless	drills	&	impact	drivers.
• Long-bristled design built for cleaning lugnuts, getting inside jars and   
				glassware,	and	cleaning	intricate	ornamentation	and	fixtures.	

• 2.5 inches (6.35cm) wide, 3 inches (7.62cm) long.
• 1 inch (2.54cm) stiff nylon bristles.
•	1/4	inch	quickchange	shaft	fits	all	cordless	drills	&	impact	drivers.
• Built for cleaning tight corners and contoured surfaces.
• Scrubs deck chairs, window sills, and bird baths.

• 2 inch (5.08cm) diameter.
• 1 inch (2.54cm) stiff nylon bristles.
•	1/4	inch	quickchange	shaft	fits	all	cordless	drills	&	impact	drivers.
• Built for detailing and spot cleaning.
• Great for cleaning railings and window sills.

• 3.25 inches (8.255cm) wide, 3.5 inches (8.89cm) long.
• 1.25 inch (3.175cm) stiff nylon bristles.
•	1/4	inch	quickchange	shaft	fits	all	cordless	drills	&	impact	drivers.
• Built for cleaning corners and contoured surfaces.
• Great for cleaning patio furniture, siding, and patio steps.

• 2 inch (5.08cm) diameter.
• 2.5 inch (6.35cm) stiff nylon bristles.
•	1/4	inch	quickchange	shaft	fits	all	cordless	drills	&	impact	drivers.
• Built for detailing and spot cleaning.
• Great for cleaning railings and window sills.

• 3.5 inches (8.89cm) wide, 5 inch (12.7cm) long.
• 1.25 inch (3.175cm) stiff nylon bristles.
•	1/4	inch	quickchange	shaft	fits	all	cordless	drills	&	impact	drivers.
• Built for cleaning corners and contoured surfaces.
• Cleans vinyl furniture, deck stairs, and siding.

• 4 inch (10.16cm) diameter
• 1 inch (2.54cm) stiff nylon bristles.
•	1/4	inch	quickchange	shaft	fits	all	cordless	drills	&	impact	drivers.
• Built for cleaning level surfaces.
• Cleans deck tables and siding.

• 3.5 inch (8.89cm) diameter block.
• 3/4 inch (1.905cm) stiff nylon bristles.
•	1/4	inch	quickchange	shaft	fits	all	cordless	drills	&	impact	drivers.
• Built for cleaning grout lines and grooved surfaces.
• Great for scrubbing grooves in deck planks and brick grout.

• 5 inch (12.7cm) diameter
• 1 inch (2.54cm) stiff nylon bristles.
•	1/4	inch	quickchange	shaft	fits	all	cordless	drills	&	impact	drivers.
• Built for cleaning level surfaces.
• Great for cleaning deck planks and masonry.

• 2.5 inch (6.35cm) diameter block.
• 1 to 2 inch (2.54cm to 5.08cm) long stiff bristles.
•	1/4	inch	quickchange	shaft	fits	all	cordless	drills	&	impact	drivers.
• Built for cleaning in tight corners.
• Cleans corners in garages and recreational vehicle hubs.

Stiff 4 inch flat brush scrubbing 
siding on a house.

Stiff Red 2 inch Long detail brush 
being used on a window sill.

Stiff Red Mini Original brush scrubbing 
the slats in window shutters.

Stiff Edge brush cleaning trimwork 
on a plastic patio table.

“Used it on my stone and grout and it was 
amazing! The stone looked brand new.”

- Laurie Finley
Amazon Customer

“I had two tile countertops with backsplashes that were installed 50 years ago 
and were quite dirty (bumpy-surface ceramic tile; white grout). These brushes 

(using a Makita battery-operated drill) made the job much easier and faster than 
using typical hand-scrubbing tools. The red brushes were the perfect stiffness 

and did not damage or scratch the tile.”
- Cool Breeze

Amazon Customer Stiff Red Corner brush hitting tight 
corners on a garage door.
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ULTRA STIFF BLACK BRUSHES
 The toughest bristles we make, the Ultra Stiff Black brushes are built for grill and industrial 
cleaning jobs. These brushes can do everything from loosening baked-on gristle to removing old paint. If 
you’ve got a mess that nothing else can clean, then turn to the Black brush.

ULTRA STIFF BLACK 1 INCH LONG BRUSH

ULTRA STIFF BLACK MINI ORIGINAL BRUSH

ULTRA STIFF BLACK 2 INCH SHORT BRUSH

ULTRA STIFF BLACK ORIGINAL BRUSH

ULTRA STIFF BLACK 2 INCH LONG BRUSH

ULTRA STIFF BLACK JUMBO ORIGINAL BRUSH

ULTRA STIFF BLACK 4 INCH FLAT BRUSH

ULTRA STIFF BLACK EDGE BRUSH

ULTRA STIFF BLACK 5 INCH FLAT BRUSH

1IN-L-K-QC-DB

M-S-K-QC-DB

2IN-S-K-QC-DB

O-S-K-QC-DB

2IN-L-K-QC-DB

J-S-K-QC-DB

4IN-S-K-QC-DB

E-S-K-QC-DB

5IN-S-K-QC-DB

$7.95

$8.77

$8.07

$10.41

$8.10

$10.95

$8.25

$8.95

$9.25

• 1.5 inch (3.81cm) diameter.
• 2.5 inch (6.35cm) long ultra stiff nylon bristles.
•	1/4	inch	quickchange	shaft	fits	all	cordless	drills	&	impact	drivers.
• Long-bristled design built for cleaning lugnuts, and cleaning intricate 
ornamentation	and	fixtures.

• 2.5 inches (6.35cm) wide, 3 inches (7.62cm) long.
• 1 inch (2.54cm) ultra stiff nylon bristles.
•	1/4	inch	quickchange	shaft	fits	all	cordless	drills	&	impact	drivers.
• Built for cleaning tight corners and contoured surfaces.
• Cleans grill grates and lawnmowers.

• 2 inch (5.08cm) diameter.
• 1 inch (2.54cm) ultra stiff nylon bristles.
•	1/4	inch	quickchange	shaft	fits	all	cordless	drills	&	impact	drivers.
• Built for detailing and spot cleaning.
• Great for detailing on engine blocks and lawn equipment.

• 3.25 inches (8.255cm) wide, 3.5 inches (8.89cm) long.
• 1.25 inch (3.175cm) ultra stiff nylon bristles.
•	1/4	inch	quickchange	shaft	fits	all	cordless	drills	&	impact	drivers.
• Built for cleaning corners and contoured surfaces.
• Great for cleaning grills, ovens, and lawnmowers.

• 2 inch (5.08cm) diameter.
• 2.5 inch (6.35cm) ultra stiff nylon bristles.
•	1/4	inch	quickchange	shaft	fits	all	cordless	drills	&	impact	drivers.
• Built for detailing and spot cleaning.
• Great for cleaning garden tools and lugnuts.

• 3.5 inches (8.89cm) wide, 5 inch (12.7cm) long.
• 1.25 inch (3.175cm) ultra stiff nylon bristles.
•	1/4	inch	quickchange	shaft	fits	all	cordless	drills	&	impact	drivers.
• Built for cleaning corners and contoured surfaces.
•	Cleans	fire	pits,	furnaces,	and	lawn	equipment.

• 4 inch (10.16cm) diameter
• 1 inch (2.54cm) ultra stiff nylon bristles.
•	1/4	inch	quickchange	shaft	fits	all	cordless	drills	&	impact	drivers.
• Built for cleaning level surfaces.
• Cleans grill hoods and diamond plating.

• 3.5 inches (8.89cm) diameter block.
• 3/4 inch (1.905cm) ultra stiff nylon bristles.
•	1/4	inch	quickchange	shaft	fits	all	cordless	drills	&	impact	drivers.
• Built for cleaning grout lines and grooved surfaces.
• Scrubs grill grates and masonry trim.

• 5 inch (12.7cm) diameter
• 1 inch (2.54cm) ultra stiff nylon bristles.
•	1/4	inch	quickchange	shaft	fits	all	cordless	drills	&	impact	drivers.
• Built for cleaning level surfaces.
• Great for cleaning stone pathways as well as rust and paint removal.

Ultra Stiff 5 inch brush cleaning concrete.

Ultra Stiff 4 inch brush scrubbing 
gristle off of a grill hood.

Ultra Stiff 1 inch Long brush 
being used on lug nuts.

Ultra Stiff Edge brush scrubbing grill grates.

Ultra Stiff Jumbo Original brush 
cleaning a tractor tire.

“It was finally time to get serious about cleaning my grill grates and 
lids and kettles. Finding this wonderful product saved me hours of time 
cleaning some really neglected areas, and now help me quickly keep 

things clean. The brushes are stiff and do the job easily.”
- PP2-Jupiter

Amazon Customer
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5 INCH HEX & THREADED  BRUSHES
	 Drillbrush	5	inch	flat	brushes	are	available	in	5/16	inch	hexagonal	and	5/16	inch	threaded	
shafts for adjustable-chuck drills and variable speed polishers, respectively.

SOFT WHITE 5 IN. FLAT HEX BRUSH SOFT WHITE 5 IN. FLAT THREADED BRUSH

MED. YELLOW 5 IN. FLAT HEX BRUSH MED. YELLOW 5 IN. FLAT THREADED BRUSH

MEDIUM GREEN 5 IN. FLAT HEX BRUSH MEDIUM GREEN 5 IN. FLAT THREADED BRUSH

STIFF RED 5 IN. FLAT HEX BRUSH STIFF RED 5 IN. FLAT THREADED BRUSH

ULTRA STIFF BLACK 5 IN. FLAT HEX BRUSH

5IN-S-W-H-DB 5IN-S-W-T-DB

5IN-S-Y-H-DB 5IN-S-Y-T-DB

5IN-S-G-H-DB 5IN-S-G-T-DB

5IN-S-R-H-DB 5IN-S-R-T-DB

5IN-S-K-H-DB

$9.25 $13.95

$9.25 $13.95

$9.25 $13.95

$9.25 $13.95

$9.25

• 5 inch (12.7cm) diameter
• 1 inch (2.54cm) soft nylon bristles.
• 5/16	inch	hexagonal	shaft	fits	all	standard	cordless	drills.
• Built for cleaning level surfaces.
• Scrubs carpets, windshields, mirrors, coffee tables, 

and more!

• 5 inch (12.7cm) diameter
• 1 inch (2.54cm) soft nylon bristles.
• 5/16	inch	threaded,	24	threads	shaft	fits	variable	

speed polishers.
• Built for cleaning level surfaces.
• Scrubs carpets, windshields, mirrors, coffee tables, and more!

• 5 inch (12.7cm) diameter
• 1 inch (2.54cm) medium nylon bristles.
• 5/16	inch	hexagonal	shaft	fits	all	standard	cordless	drills.
• Built for cleaning level surfaces.
• Cleans	tile	floors	and	shower	doors	with	ease.

• 5 inch (12.7cm) diameter
• 1 inch (2.54cm) medium nylon bristles.
• 5/16	inch	threaded,	24	threads	shaft	fits	variable	

speed polishers.
• Built for cleaning level surfaces.
• Cleans	tile	floors	and	shower	doors	with	ease.

• 5 inch (12.7cm) diameter
• 1 inch (2.54cm) medium nylon bristles.
• 5/16	inch	hexagonal	shaft	fits	all	standard	cordless	drills.
• Built for cleaning level surfaces.
• Cleans	linoleum	flooring	and	kitchen	countertops.

• 5 inch (12.7cm) diameter
• 1 inch (2.54cm) medium nylon bristles.
• 5/16	inch	threaded,	24	threads	shaft	fits	variable	

speed polishers.
• Built for cleaning level surfaces.
• Cleans	linoleum	flooring	and	kitchen	countertops.

• 5 inch (12.7cm) diameter
• 1 inch (2.54cm) stiff nylon bristles.
• 5/16	inch	hexagonal	shaft	fits	all	standard	cordless	drills.
• Built for cleaning level surfaces.
• Great for cleaning deck planks and masonry.

• 5 inch (12.7cm) diameter
• 1 inch (2.54cm) stiff nylon bristles.
• 5/16	inch	threaded,	24	threads	shaft	fits	variable	

speed polishers.
•  Built for cleaning level surfaces.
• Great for cleaning deck planks and masonry.

• 5 inch (12.7cm) diameter
• 1 inch (2.54cm) ultra stiff nylon bristles.
• 5/16	inch	hexagonal	shaft	fits	all	standard	cordless	drills. 

Built for cleaning level surfaces.
• Great for cleaning stone pathways as well as rust and 

paint removal.

ULTRA STIFF BLACK 5 IN. FLAT THREADED BRUSH

5IN-S-K-T-DB $13.95

• 5 inch (12.7cm) diameter
• 1 inch (2.54cm) ultra stiff nylon bristles.
• 5/16	inch	threaded,	24	threads	shaft	fits	variable	

speed polishers.
• Built for cleaning level surfaces.
• Great for cleaning stone pathways as well as rust & paint removal.

SOFT WHITE 7 INCH FLAT BRUSH

MEDIUM YELLOW 7 INCH FLAT BRUSH

ULTRA STIFF BLACK 7 INCH FLAT BRUSH

7IN-L-W-T-DB

7IN-L-Y-T-DB

7IN-L-K-T-DB

$29.95

$29.95

$29.95

• 7 inch (17.78cm) diameter.
• 1.75 inch (4.445cm) soft nylon bristles.
• 5/8	inch	threaded,	11	threads	per	inch	nut	fits	rotary	polishers.
• Built for cleaning level surfaces.
• Scrubs carpets and large windows.

• 7 inch (17.78cm) diameter.
• 1.75 inch (4.445cm) medium nylon bristles.
• 5/8	inch	threaded,	11	threads	per	inch	nut	fits	rotary	polishers.
• Built for cleaning level surfaces.
• Cleans	tile	floors	and	shower	walls	and	doors.

• 7 inch (17.78cm) diameter.
• 1.75 inch (4.445cm) ultra stiff nylon bristles.
• 5/8	inch	threaded,	11	threads	per	inch	nut	fits	rotary	polishers.
• Built for cleaning level surfaces.
• Great for cleaning concrete and diamond plating.

7 INCH BRUSHES
	 7	inch	flat	brushes	are	large	brushes	built	for	rotary	polishers.	They’re	intended	for	large	
commerical-grade cleaning, as they can cover more area than a standard Drillbrush. Get them on their 
own or in a massive 3-piece kit. (see page 39)

Ultra Stiff 7 inch brush scrubbing deck planks

“I am very pleased with the amount of surfaces that were cleaned using [a Drillbrush and Dual-Action 
polisher combo.] I’m 57 and my joints limit my work time and force, so using POWER TOOLS was kinda 

fun and very effective. Give it a try, we all have something to clean.”
- Joseph R. Hutzler
Amazon Customer
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JUMBO BRUSHES & KITS
 The Jumbo Original brush is a variant of the Original with a longer block and additional bristles. 
This brush can clean corners and contoured surfaces like the Original, but the additional surface area 
allows	it	to	double	as	a	scrubber	for	flat	surfaces.

42J-5X BRUSH COMBO KITS

42J BRUSH COMBO KITS E542J BRUSH COMBO KITS

W-S-42J-5X-QC-DB

W-S-42J-QC-DB W-S-E542J-QC-DB

Y-S-42J-5X-QC-DB

Y -S-42J-QC-DB Y-S-E542J-QC-DB

G-S-42J-5X-QC-DB

G -S-42J-QC-DB G-S-E542J-QC-DB

B-S-42J-5X-QC-DB

B -S-42J-QC-DB B-S-E542J-QC-DB

R-S-42J-5X-QC-DB

R -S-42J-QC-DB R-S-E542J-QC-DB

K-S-42J-5X-QC-DB

K -S-42J-QC-DB K-S-E542J-QC-DB

SOFT WHITE
42J-5X BRUSH KIT

SOFT WHITE
42J BRUSH KIT

SOFT WHITE
E542J BRUSH KIT

MEDIUM YELLOW
42J-5X BRUSH KIT

MEDIUM YELLOW
42J BRUSH KIT

MEDIUM YELLOW
E542J BRUSH KIT

MEDIUM GREEN
42J-5X BRUSH KIT

MEDIUM GREEN
42J BRUSH KIT

MEDIUM GREEN
E542J BRUSH KIT

MEDIUM BLUE
42J-5X BRUSH KIT

MEDIUM BLUE
42J BRUSH KIT

MEDIUM BLUE
E542J BRUSH KIT

STIFF RED
42J-5X BRUSH KIT

STIFF RED
42J BRUSH KIT

STIFF RED
E542J BRUSH KIT

ULTRA STIFF
42J-5X BRUSH KIT

ULTRA STIFF
42J BRUSH KIT

ULTRA STIFF
E542J BRUSH KIT

$23.14

$19.95 $27.95

• 3-piece brush kit featuring a 2 
inch Short, 4 inch, and Jumbo  
Original brush, as well as a 5 inch 
extension.

• All brushes feature a 1/4” 
quickchange shaft for use in all 
cordless drills and impact drivers.

• Jumbo Original brush cleans 
corners and contoured surfaces. 4 
inch	Flat	brush	is	for	cleaning	flat	
surfaces. 2 inch Short brush is built 
for spot cleaning and detailing.

• 5 inch extensions accepts all 
brushes and assists in cleaning 
hard-to-reach surfaces. [see Page 
50.]

• Available in Soft White, Medium 
Yellow, Green, and Blue, Stiff Red, 
and Ultra Stiff Black.

• 3-piece brush kit featuring a 2 inch 
Short, 4 inch, and Jumbo  Original 
brush.

• All brushes feature a 1/4” 
quickchange shaft for use in all 
cordless drills and impact drivers.

•  Jumbo Original brush cleans 
corners and contoured surfaces. 

• 4	inch	Flat	brush	is	for	cleaning	flat	
surfaces.

• 2 inch Short brush is built for spot 
cleaning and detailing.

• Available in Soft White, Medium 
Yellow, Green, and Blue, Stiff Red, 
and Ultra Stiff Black.

• 5-piece brush kit featuring a 2 inch 
Short, 4 inch, 5 inch, Edge, and 
Jumbo Original brush.

• All brushes feature a 1/4” 
quickchange shaft for use in all 
cordless drills and impact drivers.

• Jumbo Original brush cleans 
corners and contoured surfaces. 4 
inch and 5 inch Flat brushes are for 
cleaning	flat	surfaces.	2	inch	Short	
brush is built for spot cleaning and 
detailing. Edge brush is designed 
to clean grout lines and grooved 
surfaces.

• Available in Soft White, Medium 
Yellow, Green, and Blue, Stiff Red, 
and Ultra Stiff Black.

  Just because the Original brush was 
the first and longest running brush we made 

doesn’t mean there isn’t room to innovate, 
which is what we did for the Jumbo Original 

brush.

The Jumbo Original takes the 
corner-cleaning design that 
made the Original so popular and 
extends the block to create more 

surface area on the sides of the 
brush. This allows for multitasking, 
as you can scrub corners and flats 

using the same brush.

This brush is great for cleaning carpets, tub walls, and siding, as well 
as all the little nooks and crannies the Original brush could get into.

The Jumbo Original brush is available on its own and as a part of 
several new kits. The 42J and 42J-5X kits pair the Jumbo brush with 
a flat and detail brush, much like our flagship 42O kit. It can also be 
found in the E542J kit, which offers five brushes that cover the entire 
cleaning gamut, and in our 38-piece pad and brush kit (See Page 
45.) Medium Green Jumbo brush scrubbing the 

walls of a kitchen sink.

“These brushes are HEAVEN SENT. I never really understood the importance of these brushes. I 
do recall when people were raving all about these. Maybe it was because I didn’t have a power drill 
at the time, but after buying a drill a couple years ago I decided to try the brushes and see what the 

talk was all about and let me say... I REGRET not buying these SOONER.”
- DaveSincere

Amazon Customer
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CORNER BRUSHES & KITS 1 IN. BRUSHES & KITS
	 As	the	name	implies,	the	Corner	brush	can	clean	in	corners,	specifically	tight	90-degree	angled	
surfaces that would be hard for Original-style brushes to get into. The cone-shaped bristles allow the 
users	to	get	flush	with	the	wall	without	the	block	hitting	the	surface.

 The 1 inch brush is a detail brush with a focus on cleaning lugnuts and small intricate objects. 
With the longest bristles of any Drillbrush, you’ll have no trouble getting into tight areas.

4CO BRUSH COMBO KITS EES-1L BRUSH COMBO KITS

W-S-4CO-QC-DB W-EES-1L-QC-DBY-S-4CO-QC-DB Y-EES-1L-QC-DBG-S-4CO-QC-DB G-EES-1L-QC-DB

B-S-4CO-QC-DB B-EES-1L-QC-DBR-S-4CO-QC-DB R-EES-1L-QC-DB K-EES-1L-QC-DB

SOFT WHITE
4CO BRUSH KIT

SOFT WHITE
EES-1L BRUSH KIT

MEDIUM YELLOW
4CO BRUSH KIT

MEDIUM YELLOW
EES-1L BRUSH KIT

MEDIUM GREEN
4CO BRUSH KIT

MEDIUM GREEN
EES-1L BRUSH KIT

MEDIUM BLUE
4CO BRUSH KIT

MEDIUM BLUE
EES-1L BRUSH KIT

STIFF RED
4C0 BRUSH KIT

STIFF RED
EES-1L BRUSH KIT

ULTRA STIFF
EES-1L BRUSH KIT

$19.95 $18.95
• 3-piece brush kit featuring a 

Corner, 4 inch, and Jumbo  Original 
brush.

• All brushes feature a 1/4” 
quickchange shaft for use in all 
cordless drills and impact drivers.

• Corner and Jumbo Original brushes 
clean corners and contoured 
surfaces. 

• 4	inch	Flat	brush	is	for	cleaning	flat	
surfaces.

• Available in Soft White, Medium 
Yellow, Green, and Blue, and Stiff 
Red..

• 3-piece brush kit featuring a 1 inch 
Long, and two Edge brushes.

• All brushes feature a 1/4” 
quickchange shaft for use in all 
cordless drills and impact drivers.

• Edge brush cleans in grout lines 
and grooved surfaces.

• 1 inch Long brush is built for 
detailing and cleaning lug nuts.

• Available in Soft White, Medium 
Yellow, Green, and Blue, Stiff Red, 
and Ultra Stiff Black.

 The world of Drillbrush detailing has been 
dominated by the 2 inch brushes, but the 1 inch 
Long brush brings something different to the table. 

      This brush features 2.5 inch (6.35cm) long 
bristles, the longest of any Drillbrush product. 
These bristles are very flexible and can work 

their way in and around tight spaces, small 
objects, and into intricate detailing.

 It is a modern redesign of the old Drillbrush 
lug nut brush, which means scrubbing lug nuts 
is still it’s forte. However, it is also handy for 

scrubbing inside jars and glassware, cleaning out ornate 
designwork on wooden furniture, and even doing some 
scrubbing in grout lines and grooves.

      The 1 inch Long brush is sold as a single brush and as 
part of the EES-1L kit, which features two Edge brushes 
to make for the ultimate detailing and grout cleaning 
experience.

 The Jumbo Original is not the only new corner-
cleaning brush in the Drillbrush family; as the Cone-
shaped Corner brush is here to handle the tightest 

of angles. 
  The Corner brush has uniquely 

trimmed 1 inch to 2 inch (2.54cm to 
5.08cm) bristles that form a sloped surface 
and comes to a point in the center of the 
brush.

 This wedge-like shape minimizes 
the space between the bristles and the wall, 

making sure you don’t miss any dirt.

 The Corner brush is great for scrubbing hard-to-reach stains 
along backsplashes, shower grout, rims, and siding.

Additionally, the lower stiffness variants of the brush see the bristles 
flay out at higher speeds, forming a wheel-like shape that can scrub 
grout lines and grooved surfaces similar to an Edge brush.

  The Corner brush is available on its own and as a part 
of the 4CO kit. It is also featured in our new 21-piece brush and pad 
combo kit (See Page 44.) Medium Yellow Corner brush scrubbing the 

back corner of a bath tub.

Soft White 1 inch Long brush 
cleaning lug nuts.
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42O KITS
	 42O	brush	kits	are	our	flagship	kit.	A	favorite	among	customers,	this	kit	features	one	of	each	
of	our	three	main	brush	categories	(flat,	corner,	and	detail.)	42O	kits	are	also	available	with	a	5	inch	
extension. See Page 40 for 42O Variety kits.

42O BRUSH COMBO KITS 542O BRUSH COMBO KITS

42O-5X BRUSH COMBO KITS 542O-7X BRUSH COMBO KITS

W -S-42O-QC-DB W-S-542O-QC-DB

W-S-42O-5X-QC-DB W-S-542O-7X-QC-DB

Y -S-42O-QC-DB Y-S-542O-QC-DB

Y-S-42O-5X-QC-DB Y-S-542O-7X-QC-DB

G -S-42O-QC-DB G-S-542O-QC-DB

G-S-42O-5X-QC-DB G-S-542O-7X-QC-DB

B -S-42O-QC-DB B-S-542O-QC-DB

B-S-42O-5X-QC-DB B-S-542O-7X-QC-DB

R -S-42O-QC-DB R-S-542O-QC-DB

R-S-42O-5X-QC-DB R-S-542O-7X-QC-DB

K -S-42O-QC-DB K-S-542O-QC-DB

K-S-42O-5X-QC-DB K-S-542O-7X-QC-DB

SOFT WHITE
420 BRUSH KIT

SOFT WHITE
542O BRUSH KIT

SOFT WHITE
42O-5X BRUSH KIT

SOFT WHITE
542O-7X BRUSH KIT

MEDIUM YELLOW
42O BRUSH KIT

MEDIUM YELLOW
542O BRUSH KIT

MEDIUM YELLOW
42O-5X BRUSH KIT

MEDIUM YELLOW
542O-7X BRUSH KIT

MEDIUM GREEN
42O BRUSH KIT

MEDIUM GREEN
542O BRUSH KIT

MEDIUM GREEN
42O-5X BRUSH KIT

MEDIUM GREEN
542O-7X BRUSH KIT

MEDIUM BLUE
42O BRUSH KIT

MEDIUM BLUE
542O BRUSH KIT

MEDIUM BLUE
420-5X BRUSH KIT

MEDIUM BLUE
542O-7X BRUSH KIT

STIFF RED
42O BRUSH KIT

STIFF RED
542O BRUSH KIT

STIFF RED
42O-5X BRUSH KIT

STIFF RED
542O-7X BRUSH KIT

ULTRA STIFF
42O BRUSH KIT

ULTRA STIFF
542O BRUSH KIT

ULTRA STIFF
42O-5X BRUSH KIT

ULTRA STIFF
542O-7X BRUSH KIT

$18.95 $25.95

$22.14 $29.95

• 3-piece brush kit featuring a 2 inch 
Short, 4 inch, and Original brush.

• All brushes feature a 1/4” 
quickchange shaft for use in all 
cordless drills and impact drivers.

• Original brush cleans corners and 
contoured surfaces. 

• 4	inch	Flat	brush	is	for	cleaning	flat	
surfaces.

• 2 inch Short brush is built for spot 
cleaning and detailing.

• Available in Soft White, Medium 
Yellow, Green, and Blue, Stiff Red, 
and Ultra Stiff Black.

• 4-piece brush kit featuring a 2 inch 
Short, 4 inch, 5 inch, and Original 
brush.

• All brushes feature a 1/4” 
quickchange shaft for use in all 
cordless drills and impact drivers.

• Original brush cleans corners and 
contoured surfaces. 

• 4 inch and 5 inch Flat brushes are 
for	cleaning	flat	surfaces.

• 2 inch Short brush is built for spot 
cleaning and detailing.

• Available in Soft White, Medium 
Yellow, Green, and Blue, Stiff Red, 
and Ultra Stiff Black.

• 3-piece brush kit featuring a 2 inch 
Short, 4 inch, and Original brush, 
as well as a 5 inch extension.

• All brushes feature a 1/4” 
quickchange shaft for use in all 
cordless drills and impact drivers.

• Original brush cleans corners and 
contoured surfaces. 4 inch Flat 
brush	is	for	cleaning	flat	surfaces.	
2 inch Short brush is built for spot 
cleaning and detailing.

• 5 inch extensions accepts all 
brushes and assists in cleaning 
hard-to-reach surfaces. [see page 
46]

•  Available in Soft White, Medium 
Yellow, Green, and Blue, Stiff Red, 
and Ultra Stiff Black.

• 4-piece brush kit featuring a 2 
inch Short, 4 inch, 5 inch, and 
Original brush, as well as a 7 inch 
extension.

• All brushes feature a 1/4” 
quickchange shaft for use in all 
cordless drills and impact drivers.

• Original brush cleans corners and 
contoured surfaces. 4 inch and 5 
inch Flat brushes are for cleaning 
flat	surfaces.	2	inch	Short	brush	
is built for spot cleaning and 
detailing.

• 7 inch extension accepts all 
brushes and assists in cleaning 
hard-to-reach surfaces. [see Page 
46]

• Available in Soft White, Medium 
Yellow, Green, and Blue, Stiff Red, 
and Ultra Stiff Black.

542O KITS
	 542O	kits	are	great	entry	kits	for	new	Drillbrush	users.	It	features	two	flat	brushes	(one	4	inch	
and one 5 inch), as well as a 2 inch Short detail brush and Original brush. 542O kits are also available 
with a 7 inch extension. See Page 40 for 542O variety kits.
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2M & 2LMS KITS
 2M and 2L-MS are 2-piece brush kits that feature a Mini Original corner brush with a detail 
brush. These kits are great for detailing and small-scale cleaning. 

2M BRUSH COMBO KITS 4O BRUSH COMBO KITS

MS-2L BRUSH COMBO KITS 4O-5X BRUSH COMBO KITS

W-S-2M-QC-DB W-S-4O-QC-DB

W-MS-2L-QC-DB W-S-4O-5X-QC-DB

Y-S-2M-QC-DB Y-S-4O-QC-DB

Y-MS-2L-QC-DB Y-S-4O-5X-QC-DB

G-S-2M-QC-DB G-S-4O-QC-DB

G-MS-2L-QC-DB G-S-4O-5X-QC-DB

B-S-2M-QC-DB B-S-4O-QC-DB

B-MS-2L-QC-DB B-S-4O-5X-QC-DB

R-S-2M-QC-DB R-S-4O-QC-DB

R-MS-2L-QC-DB R-S-4O-5X-QC-DB

K-S-2M-QC-DB K-S-4O-QC-DB

K-MS-2L-QC-DB K-S-4O-5X-QC-DB

SOFT WHITE
2M BRUSH KIT

SOFT WHITE
4O BRUSH KIT

SOFT WHITE
MS-2L BRUSH KIT

SOFT WHITE
4O-5X BRUSH KIT

MEDIUM YELLOW
2M BRUSH KIT

MEDIUM YELLOW
4O BRUSH KIT

MEDIUM YELLOW
MS-2L BRUSH KIT

MEDIUM YELLOW
4O-5X BRUSH KIT

MEDIUM GREEN
2M BRUSH KIT

MEDIUM GREEN
4O BRUSH KIT

MEDIUM GREEN
MS-2L BRUSH KIT

MEDIUM GREEN
40-5X BRUSH KIT

MEDIUM BLUE
2M BRUSH KIT

MEDIUM BLUE
4O BRUSH KIT

MEDIUM BLUE
MS-2L BRUSH KIT

MEDIUM BLUE
42J BRUSH KIT

STIFF RED
2M BRUSH KIT

STIFF RED
4O BRUSH KIT

STIFF RED
MS-2L BRUSH KIT

STIFF RED
42J BRUSH KIT

ULTRA STIFF
2M BRUSH KIT

ULTRA STIFF
4O BRUSH KIT

ULTRA STIFF
MS-2L BRUSH KIT

ULTRA STIFF
42J BRUSH KIT

$14.95 $16.95

$14.99 $20.95

• 2-piece brush kit featuring a 2 inch 
Short and Mini Original brush.

• All brushes feature a 1/4” 
quickchange shaft for use in all 
cordless drills and impact drivers.

• Mini Original brush cleans corners 
and contoured surfaces. 

• 2 inch Short brush is built for spot 
cleaning and detailing.

• Available in Soft White, Medium 
Yellow, Green, and Blue, Stiff Red, 
and Ultra Stiff Black.

• 2-piece brush kit featuring a 4 inch 
and Original brush.

• All brushes feature a 1/4” 
quickchange shaft for use in all 
cordless drills and impact drivers.

• Original brush cleans corners and 
contoured surfaces. 

• 4	inch	Flat	brush	is	for	cleaning	flat	
surfaces.

• Available in Soft White, Medium 
Yellow, Green, and Blue, Stiff Red, 
and Ultra Stiff Black.

• 2-piece brush kit featuring a 2 inch 
Long and Mini Original brush.

• All brushes feature a 1/4” 
quickchange shaft for use in all 
cordless drills and impact drivers.

• Mini Original brush cleans corners 
and contoured surfaces. 

•  2 inch Long brush is built for spot 
cleaning and detailing.

• Available in Soft White, Medium 
Yellow, Green, and Blue, Stiff Red, 
and Ultra Stiff Black.

• 2-piece brush kit featuring a 4 inch 
and Original brush, as well as a 5 
inch extension.

• All brushes feature a 1/4” 
quickchange shaft for use in all 
cordless drills and impact drivers.

• Original brush cleans corners and 
contoured surfaces.

• 4	inch	Flat	brush	is	for	cleaning	flat	
surfaces. 

• 5 inch extensions accepts all 
brushes and assists in cleaning 
hard-to-reach surfaces. [see page 
46]

• Available in Soft White, Medium 
Yellow, Green, and Blue, Stiff Red, 
and Ultra Stiff Black.

4O KITS
 Drillbrush 4O kits are a simple, but effective Drillbrush kit. Featuring an Original and a 4 inch 
flat	brush,	it’s	perfect	for	the	cleaner	who	only	wants	the	essentials.	The	4O	kit	is	also	available	with	a	5	
inch extension.
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4M KITS
	 Much	like	the	4O	kit,	the	4M	kit	features	one	flat	brush	and	one	corner	brush,	this	time	
substituting the Original for a Mini Original. This kit is great for compact cleaning jobs. The 4M kit is 
also available with a 5 inch extension.

4M BRUSH COMBO KITS 5O BRUSH COMBO KITS

4M-5X BRUSH COMBO KITS 542 BRUSH COMBO KITS

W-S-4M-QC-DB W-S-5O-QC-DB

W-S-4M-5X-QC-DB W-S-542-QC-DB

Y-S-4M-QC-DB Y-S-5O-QC-DB

Y-S-4M-5X-QC-DB Y-S-542-QC-DB

G-S-4M-QC-DB G-S-5O-QC-DB

G-S-4M-5X-QC-DB G-S-542-QC-DB

B-S-4M-QC-DB B-S-5O-QC-DB

B-S-4M-5X-QC-DB B-S-542-QC-DB

R-S-4M-QC-DB R-S-5O-QC-DB

R-S-4M-5X-QC-DB R-S-542-QC-DB

K-S-4M-QC-DB K-S-5O-QC-DB

K-S-4M-5X-QC-DB K-S-542-QC-DB

SOFT WHITE
4M BRUSH KIT

SOFT WHITE
5O BRUSH KIT

SOFT WHITE
4M-5X BRUSH KIT

SOFT WHITE
542 BRUSH KIT

MEDIUM YELLOW
4M BRUSH KIT

MEDIUM YELLOW
5O BRUSH KIT

MEDIUM YELLOW
4M-5X  BRUSH KIT

MEDIUM YELLOW
542 BRUSH KIT

MEDIUM GREEN
4M BRUSH KIT

MEDIUM GREEN
5O BRUSH KIT

MEDIUM GREEN
4M-5X BRUSH KIT

MEDIUM GREEN
542 BRUSH KIT

MEDIUM BLUE
4M BRUSH KIT

MEDIUM BLUE
5O BRUSH KIT

MEDIUM BLUE
4M-5X BRUSH KIT

MEDIUM BLUE
542 BRUSH KIT

STIFF RED
4M BRUSH KIT

STIFF RED
5O BRUSH KIT

STIFF RED
4M-5X BRUSH KIT

STIFF RED
542 BRUSH KIT

ULTRA STIFF
4M BRUSH KIT

ULTRA STIFF
5O BRUSH KIT

ULTRA STIFF
4M-5X BRUSH KIT

ULTRA STIFF
542 BRUSH KIT

$15.95 $17.65

$19.95 $19.95

• 2-piece brush kit featuring a 4 inch 
and Mini Original brush.

• All brushes feature a 1/4” 
quickchange shaft for use in all 
cordless drills and impact drivers.

• Mini Original brush cleans corners 
and contoured surfaces. 

• 4	inch	Flat	brush	is	for	cleaning	flat	
surfaces.

• Available in Soft White, Medium 
Yellow, Green, and Blue, Stiff Red, 
and Ultra Stiff Black.

• 2-piece brush kit featuring a 5 inch 
and Original brush.

• All brushes feature a 1/4” 
quickchange shaft for use in all 
cordless drills and impact drivers.

• Original brush cleans corners and 
contoured surfaces. 

• 5	inch	Flat	brush	is	for	cleaning	flat	
surfaces.

• Available in Soft White, Medium 
Yellow, Green, and Blue, Stiff Red, 
and Ultra Stiff Black.

• 2-piece brush kit featuring a 4 inch 
and Mini Original brush, as well as 
a 5 inch extension.

• All brushes feature a 1/4” 
quickchange shaft for use in all 
cordless drills and impact drivers.

• Mini Original brush cleans corners 
and contoured surfaces.

• 4	inch	Flat	brush	is	for	cleaning	flat	
surfaces. 

• 5 inch extensions accepts all 
brushes and assists in cleaning 
hard-to-reach surfaces. [see page 
46]

• Available in Soft White, Medium 
Yellow, Green, and Blue, Stiff Red, 
and Ultra Stiff Black.

• 3-piece brush kit featuring a 2 inch 
Short, 4 inch, and 5 inch brush.

• All brushes feature a 1/4” 
quickchange shaft for use in all 
cordless drills and impact drivers.

• 4 inch and 5 inch Flat brushes are 
for	cleaning	flat	surfaces.

• 2 inch Short brush is built for spot 
cleaning and detailing.

• Available in Soft White, Medium 
Yellow, Green, and Blue, Stiff Red, 
and Ultra Stiff Black.

5O & 542 KITS
	 The	5O	kit	is	one	of	the	oldest	Drillbrush	kits,	featuring	our	first	two	brushes;	the	Original	and	
5	inch	flat	brush.	The	542	kit	is	focused	on	spot	cleaning	and	scrubbing	level	surfaces	like	floors	and	
countertops. 
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52O & 54O
	 The	Drillbrush	52O	kit	is	similar	to	our	flagship	42O	kit,	but	features	a	5	inch	flat	brush	instead	
of	a	4	inch	for	covering	more	surface	area.	The	54O	kit	features	two	flat	brushes	and	an	Original	for	
help with larger cleaning tasks.

52O BRUSH COMBO KITS 4OS-2L BRUSH COMBO KITS

54O BRUSH COMBO KITS 42OS-2L BRUSH COMBO KITS

W-S-52O-QC-DB W-4OS-2L-QC-DB

W-S-54O-QC-DB W-42OS-2L-QC-DB

Y-S-52O-QC-DB Y-4OS-2L-QC-DB

Y-S-54O-QC-DB Y-42OS-2L-QC-DB

G-S-52O-QC-DB G-4OS-2L-QC-DB

G-S-54O-QC-DB G-42OS-2L-QC-DB

B-S-52O-QC-DB B-4OS-2L-QC-DB

B-S-54O-QC-DB B-42OS-2L-QC-DB

R-S-52O-QC-DB R-4OS-2L-QC-DB

R-S-54O-QC-DB R-42OS-2L-QC-DB

K-S-52O-QC-DB K-4OS-2L-QC-DB

K-S-54O-QC-DB K-42OS-2L-QC-DB

SOFT WHITE
52O BRUSH KIT

SOFT WHITE
4OS-2L BRUSH KIT

SOFT WHITE
54O BRUSH KIT

SOFT WHITE
42OS-2L BRUSH KIT

MEDIUM YELLOW
52O BRUSH KIT

MEDIUM YELLOW
4OS-2L BRUSH KIT

MEDIUM YELLOW
54O BRUSH KIT

MEDIUM YELLOW
42OS-2L BRUSH KIT

MEDIUM GREEN
52O BRUSH KIT

MEDIUM GREEN
4OS-2L BRUSH KIT

MEDIUM GREEN
54O BRUSH KIT

MEDIUM GREEN
42OS-2L BRUSH KIT

MEDIUM BLUE
52O BRUSH KIT

MEDIUM BLUE
4OS-2L BRUSH KIT

MEDIUM BLUE
54O BRUSH KIT

MEDIUM BLUE
42OS-2L BRUSH KIT

STIFF RED
52O BRUSH KIT

STIFF RED
4OS-2L BRUSH KIT

STIFF RED
54O BRUSH KIT

STIFF RED
42OS-2L BRUSH KIT

ULTRA STIFF
52O BRUSH KIT

ULTRA STIFF
4OS-2L BRUSH KIT

ULTRA STIFF
54O BRUSH KIT

ULTRA STIFF
42OS-2L BRUSH KIT

$19.95 $18.99

$20.95 $21.99

• 3-piece brush kit featuring a 2 inch 
Short, 5 inch, and Original brush.

• All brushes feature a 1/4” 
quickchange shaft for use in all 
cordless drills and impact drivers.

• Original brush cleans corners and 
contoured surfaces. 

• 5	inch	Flat	brush	is	for	cleaning	flat	
surfaces.

• 2 inch Short brush is built for spot 
cleaning and detailing.

• Available in Soft White, Medium 
Yellow, Green, and Blue, Stiff Red, 
and Ultra Stiff Black.

• 3-piece brush kit featuring a 2 inch 
Long, 4 inch, and Original brush.

• All brushes feature a 1/4” 
quickchange shaft for use in all 
cordless drills and impact drivers.

• Original brush cleans corners and 
contoured surfaces. 

• 4	inch	Flat	brush	is	for	cleaning	flat	
surfaces.

• 2 inch Long brush is built for spot 
cleaning and detailing.

• Available in Soft White, Medium 
Yellow, Green, and Blue, Stiff Red, 
and Ultra Stiff Black.

• 3-piece brush kit featuring a 4 
inch, 5 inch, and Original brush.

• All brushes feature a 1/4” 
quickchange shaft for use in all 
cordless drills and impact drivers.

• Original brush cleans corners and 
contoured surfaces. 

• 4 inch and 5 inch Flat brushes are 
for	cleaning	flat	surfaces.

• Available in Soft White, Medium 
Yellow, Green, and Blue, Stiff Red, 
and Ultra Stiff Black.

• 4-piece brush kit featuring a 2 inch 
Short, 2 inch Long, 4 inch, and 
Original brush.

• All brushes feature a 1/4” 
quickchange shaft for use in all 
cordless drills and impact drivers.

• Original brush cleans corners and 
contoured surfaces. 

• 4	inch	Flat	brush	is	for	cleaning	flat	
surfaces.

• 2 inch Short and 2 inch Long 
brushes are built for spot cleaning 
and detailing.

• Available in Soft White, Medium 
Yellow, Green, and Blue, Stiff Red, 
and Ultra Stiff Black.

4OS-2L &  42OS-2L KITS
 The 4OS-2L brush kit is similar to the 42O kit, but offers up a detail brush with longer bristles 
for	scrubbing	intricate	fixtures.	However,	if	you	want	to	have	both	the	short	and	long	versions	of	the	2	
inch detail brush, the 42OS-2L kit is for you! 
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E42O & EMS-2L KITS
 The Edge brush is a titan of grout-based cleaning, so we’ve added it on to two classic kits. 
The E42O expands upon our most popular kit, while the EMS-2L makes for the ultimate detailing 
experience.

E42O BRUSH COMBO KITS ULTIMATE BRUSH COMBO KITS

EMS-2L BRUSH COMBO KITS ULTIMATE 7X BRUSH COMBO KITS

W-S-E42O-QC-DB W-542OMS-2L-QC-DB

W-EMS-2L-QC-DB W-542OMS-2L-7X-QC-DB

Y-S-E42O-QC-DB Y-542OMS-2L-QC-DB

Y-EMS-2L-QC-DB Y-542OMS-2L-7X-QC-DB

G-S-E42O-QC-DB G-542OMS-2L-QC-DB

G-EMS-2L-QC-DB G-542OMS-2L-7X-QC-DB

B-S-E42O-QC-DB B-542OMS-2L-QC-DB

B-EMS-2L-QC-DB B-542OMS-2L-7X-QC-DB

R-S-E42O-QC-DB R-542OMS-2L-QC-DB

R-EMS-2L-QC-DB R-542OMS-2L-7X-QC-DB

K-S-E42O-QC-DB K-542OMS-2L-QC-DB

K-EMS-2L-QC-DB K-542OMS-2L-7X-QC-DB

SOFT WHITE
E42O BRUSH KIT

SOFT WHITE
ULTIMATE BRUSH KIT

SOFT WHITE
EMS-2L BRUSH KIT

SOFT WHITE
ULTIMATE-7X BRUSH KIT

MEDIUM YELLOW
E42O BRUSH KIT

MEDIUM YELLOW
ULTIMATE BRUSH KIT

MEDIUM YELLOW
EMS-2L BRUSH KIT

MEDIUM YELLOW
ULTIMATE-7X BRUSH KIT

MEDIUM GREEN
E42O BRUSH KIT

MEDIUM GREEN
ULTIMATE BRUSH KIT

MEDIUM GREEN
EMS-2L BRUSH KIT

MEDIUM GREEN
ULTIMATE-7X BRUSH KIT

MEDIUM BLUE
E42O BRUSH KIT

MEDIUM BLUE
ULTIMATE BRUSH KIT

MEDIUM BLUE
EMS-2L BRUSH KIT

MEDIUM BLUE
ULTIMATE-7X BRUSH KIT

STIFF RED
E42O BRUSH KIT

STIFF RED
ULTIMATE BRUSH KIT

STIFF RED
EMS-2L BRUSH KIT

STIFF RED
ULTIMATE-7X BRUSH KIT

ULTRA STIFF
E42O BRUSH KIT

ULTRA STIFF
ULTIMATE BRUSH KIT

ULTRA STIFF
EMS-2L BRUSH KIT

ULTRA STIFF
ULTIMATE-7X BRUSH KIT

$25.95 $29.95

$17.99 $33.95

• 4-piece brush kit featuring a 2 inch 
Short, 4 inch, Edge, and Original 
brush.

• All brushes feature a 1/4” 
quickchange shaft for use in all 
cordless drills and impact drivers.

• Original brush cleans corners and 
contoured surfaces. 

• Edge brush cleans in grout lines 
and grooved surfaces.

• 4	inch	Flat	brush	is	for	cleaning	flat	
surfaces.

• 2 inch Short brush is built for spot 
cleaning and detailing.

• Available in Soft White, Medium 
Yellow, Green, and Blue, Stiff Red, 
and Ultra Stiff Black.

• 6-piece brush kit featuring a 2 inch 
Short, 2 inch Long, 4 inch, 5 inch, 
Mini Original, and Original brush.

• All brushes feature a 1/4” 
quickchange shaft for use in all 
cordless drills and impact drivers.

• Mini and Original brushes clean 
corners and contoured surfaces. 4 
inch and 5 inch Flat brushes are for 
cleaning	flat	surfaces.	2	inch	Short	
and 2 inch Long brushes are built 
for spot cleaning and detailing.

• Available in Soft White, Medium 
Yellow, Green, and Blue, Stiff Red, 
and Ultra Stiff Black.

• 3-piece brush kit featuring a 2 
inch Long, Edge, and Mini Original 
brush.

• All brushes feature a 1/4” 
quickchange shaft for use in all 
cordless drills and impact drivers.

• Mini Original brush cleans corners 
and contoured surfaces. 

• Edge brush cleans in grout lines 
and grooved surfaces.

• 2 inch Long brush is built for spot 
cleaning and detailing.

• Available in Soft White, Medium 
Yellow, Green, and Blue, Stiff Red, 
and Ultra Stiff Black.

• 6-piece brush kit featuring a 2 inch 
Short, 2 inch Long, 4 inch, 5 inch, 
Mini Original, and Original brush, 
as well as a 7 inch extension.

• All brushes feature a 1/4” 
quickchange shaft for use in all 
cordless drills and impact drivers.

• Mini and Original brushes clean 
corners and contoured surfaces. 4 
inch and 5 inch Flat brushes are for 
cleaning	flat	surfaces.	2	inch	Short	
and 2 inch Long brushes are built 
for spot cleaning and detailing.

• 7 inch extension accepts all 
brushes and assists in cleaning 
hard-to-reach surfaces. [see page 
46]

• Available in Soft White, Medium 
Yellow, Green, and Blue, Stiff Red, 
and Ultra Stiff Black.

ULTIMATE KITS
 The Ultimate kit is must have for cleaners looking to scrub a lot of surfaces. It features the 
Original	&	Mini	Original	corner	brushes,	the	4	inch	&	5	inch	flat	brushes	and	the	2	inch	Short	&	Long	
detail brushes. It is also available with a 7 inch extension. See Page 41 for Ultimate variety kits.
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42 & 5542O KITS
	 The	42	and	5542O	brush	kits	have	a	focus	on	flat	surface	scrubbing.	The	42	features	the	
basics,	a	4	inch	flat	and	2	inch	detail	brush,	while	the	5542O	features	two	5	inch	brushes	for	the	folks	
who	scrub	a	lot	of	floors,	walls,	and	counters.

42 BRUSH COMBO KITS

5542O COMBO KITS

W-S-42-QC-DB

W-S-5542O-QC-DB

Y-S-42-QC-DB

Y-S-5542O-QC-DB

G-S-42-QC-DB

G-S-5542O-QC-DB

B-S-42-QC-DB

B-S-5542O-QC-DB

R-S-42-QC-DB

R-S-5542O-QC-DB

K-S-42-QC-DB

K-S-5542O-QC-DB

SOFT WHITE
42 BRUSH KIT

SOFT WHITE
5542O BRUSH KIT

MEDIUM YELLOW
42 BRUSH KIT

MEDIUM YELLOW
5542O BRUSH KIT

MEDIUM GREEN
42 BRUSH KIT

MEDIUM GREEN
5542O BRUSH KIT

MEDIUM BLUE
42 BRUSH KIT

MEDIUM BLUE
5542O BRUSH KIT

STIFF RED
42 BRUSH KIT

STIFF RED
5542O BRUSH KIT

ULTRA STIFF
42 BRUSH KIT

ULTRA STIFF
5542O BRUSH KIT

$13.95

$29.95

• 2-piece brush kit featuring a 2 inch 
Short and 4 inch brush.

• All brushes feature a 1/4” 
quickchange shaft for use in all 
cordless drills and impact drivers.

• 4	inch	Flat	brush	is	for	cleaning	flat	
surfaces.

• 2 inch Short brush is built for spot 
cleaning and detailing.

• Available in Soft White, Medium 
Yellow, Green, and Blue, Stiff Red, 
and Ultra Stiff Black.

• 5-piece brush kit featuring a 2 inch 
Short, 4 inch, Original, and two 5 
inch brushes.

• All brushes feature a 1/4” 
quickchange shaft for use in all 
cordless drills and impact drivers.

• Original brush cleans corners and 
contoured surfaces. 

• 4 inch and 5 inch Flat brushes are 
for	cleaning	flat	surfaces.

• 2 inch Short brush is built for spot 
cleaning and detailing.

• Available in Soft White, Medium 
Yellow, Green, and Blue, Stiff Red, 
and Ultra Stiff Black.

Green Medium 4 inch flat brush cleaning a kitchen stovetop.

Blue Medium 4 inch flat brush scrubbing the hull of a boat.

“This is great for deep cleaning ANYTHING that needs extra effort. I wear my arm 
out cleaning things and when I saw this I immediately thought of all the places I 

could use it. Even on the carpet or upholstery to get a stain out. I use it on the floor 
behind appliances [and] on appliances. Very handy.”

- Plwesterly
Amazon Customer
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SHAPE KITS
 Drillbrush Shape Kits feature multiple brushes of the same shape in different colors and 
stiffnesses. Most shape kits feature a soft bristle brush for delicate surfaces, a medium stiffness brush 
for general purpose cleaning, and a stiff or ultra stiff brush for tough messes.

4-PIECE 2 INCH SHORT VARIETY KIT

2-PIECE ORIGINAL VARIETY KIT

3-PIECE 4 INCH VARIETY KIT

2-PIECE ORIGINAL VARIETY KIT WITH WITH 5 INCH EXTENSION

4-PIECE 4 INCH VARIETY KIT

3-PIECE ORIGINAL VARIETY KIT

3-PIECE EDGE VARIETY KIT

2IN-S-GRWY-QC-DB

O-S-YK-QC-DB

4IN-S-WYR-QC-DB

O-S-YK-5X-QC-DB

4IN-S-GRWY-QC-DB

O-S-YRK-QC-DB

E-S-WYK-QC-DB

$15.95

$17.95

$20.95

$21.95

$25.95

$25.95

$24.95

• Four 2 inch brushes in Soft White, Medium Yellow & Green, and Stiff Red.
• 1/4	inch	quickchange	shaft	fits	all	cordless	drills	&	impact	drivers.
• 2 inch brushes great for detailing and spot cleaning.
• Great	for	upholstery,	faucets,	fixtures,	window	sills,	and	more!

• Two Original brushes in Medium Yellow and Ultra Stiff Black.
• 1/4	inch	quickchange	shaft	fits	all	cordless	drills	&	impact	drivers.
• Original brushes are built for cleaning corners and contoured surfaces.
• Great for cleaning bathroom sinks and grill grates.

• Three 4 inch brushes in Soft White, Medium Yellow, and Stiff Red.
• 1/4	inch	quickchange	shaft	fits	all	cordless	drills	&	impact	drivers.
• 4	inch	brushes	great	for	cleaning	flat	level	surfaces.
• Great for carpet, bathtubs, siding, and more!

• Two Original brushes in Medium Yellow and Ultra Stiff Black.
• Includes a 5 inch 1/4 inch quickchange extension. [see page 46]
• 1/4	inch	quickchange	shaft	fits	all	cordless	drills	&	impact	drivers.
• Original brushes are built for cleaning corners and contoured surfaces.
• Great for cleaning bathroom sinks and grill grates.

• Four 4 inch brushes in Soft White, Medium Yellow & Green, and Stiff Red.
• 1/4	inch	quickchange	shaft	fits	all	cordless	drills	&	impact	drivers.
• 4	inch	brushes	great	for	cleaning	flat	level	surfaces.
• Great for windows, shower walls, stovetops, deck tables, and more!

• Three Original brushes in Medium Yellow, Stiff Red, and Ultra Stiff Black.
• 1/4	inch	quickchange	shaft	fits	all	cordless	drills	&	impact	drivers.
• Original brushes are built for cleaning corners and contoured surfaces.
• Great for cleaning bathroom sinks, Adirondak chairs, and grill grates.

• Three Edge brushes in Soft White, Medium Yellow, and Ultra Stiff Black.
• 1/4	inch	quickchange	shaft	fits	all	cordless	drills	&	impact	drivers.
• Edge brushes are built for cleaning grout lines and grooved surfaces.
• Great for tile grout, boot treads, bike tires, grill grates, and more!

Medium Yellow Edge 
brush scrubbing tile grout 

in a bathroom. Ultra Stiff Black Original brush scrubbing grill grates.

WYK 3-PIECE 7 INCH FLAT BRUSH KIT

7IN-L-WYK-T-DB $75.95

• Features three (3) 7 inch (17.78cm) diameter.
• 1.75 inch (4.445cm) soft, medium, and ultra stiff nylon bristles.
• 5/8	inch	threaded,	11	threads	per	inch	nut	fits	rotary	polishers.
• Cleans	carpets,	tile	floors,	metal	surfaces,	and	more.
• Comes with two (2) set screws and an allen wrench for secure installation.

“Where have these been all 
my life? I have used these 
brushes to scrub a tiled, 

walk-in shower, my kitchen 
cupboards, and tiled floors. 
Saves so much time and 
effort. End result is super 

clean!”
- Cheap Yankee

Amazon Customer

“Love these! Makes cleaning so 
much easier. Love the fact that 
they offer different ones for your 

specific cleaning needs.”
- SAC

Amazon Customer

Soft White 2 inch Short 
brush cleaning the lettering 

on tires.
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VARIETY KITS
 Drillbrush Variety Kits feature an assortment of different brushes with varying shapes, colors, 
and stiffnesses. These kits are tailored to give you everything you need for different cleaning tasks. For 
Variety Kits that feature a mix of brushes and scrubbing pads, see Page 44.

542O VARIETY BRUSH KIT

ULTIMATE VARIETY BRUSH KIT

542O-7X VARIETY BRUSH KIT

ULTIMATE-7X VARIETY BRUSH KIT

55S-2L VARIETY BRUSH KIT

42O PET CARE VARIETY BRUSH KIT

S-W2-Y4O-R5-QC-DB

SW2YOG4R5M-L2K-QC-DB

S-W2-Y4O-R5-7X-QC-DB

SW2YOG4R5M-L2K-7X-QC-DB

W5S-Y5S-B2L-QC-DB

S-W4O-B2-QC-DB

$25.95

$29.95

$29.95

$33.95

$19.95
• 4-piece	kit	featuring	a	Soft	White	2	inch	short	brush,	a	Stiff	Red	5	inch	flat	
brush,	a	Medium	Yellow	4	inch	flat	brush	and	Original	brush.

• 1/4	inch	quickchange	shaft	fits	all	cordless	drills	&	impact	drivers.
• Cleans upholstery, showers, sinks, patio furniture, and more! • 6-piece kit featuring a Soft White 2 inch Short, Ultra Stiff Black 2 inch Long, Medium 

Green 4 inch, Stiff Red 5 inch and Mini Original, and Medium Yellow Original brush.
• 1/4	inch	quickchange	shaft	fits	all	cordless	drills	&	impact	drivers.
• Cleans upholstery, sinks, stovetops, siding, gutters, grilltops, and more!

• 5-piece	kit	featuring	a	Soft	White	2	inch	short	brush,	a	Stiff	Red	5	inch	flat	
brush,	a	Medium	Yellow	4	inch	flat	brush	and	Original	brush	and	a	7	inch	
extension. (see page 46)

• 1/4	inch	quickchange	shaft	fits	all	cordless	drills	&	impact	drivers.
• Cleans upholstery, showers, sinks, patio furniture, and more!

• 7-piece kit featuring a Soft White 2 inch Short, Ultra Stiff Black 2 inch Long, Medium 
Green 4 inch, Stiff Red 5 inch and Mini Original, and Medium Yellow Original brush.

• Includes a 7 inch 1/4 inch quickchange extension. (see page 46)
• 1/4	inch	quickchange	shaft	fits	all	cordless	drills	&	impact	drivers.
• Cleans upholstery, sinks, stovetops, siding, gutters, grilltops, and more!

• 3-piece kit featuring a Medium Blue 2 inch short brush, a Soft White 5 
inch brush and a Medium Yellow 5 inch brush.

• 1/4	inch	quickchange	shaft	fits	all	cordless	drills	&	impact	drivers.
• Cleans	windshields,	headlights,	floor	mats,	lugnuts,	and	more!

• 3-piece kit featuring a Medium Blue 2 inch short brush, a Soft White 5 
inch brush and a a Soft White Original brush.

• 1/4	inch	quickchange	shaft	fits	all	cordless	drills	&	impact	drivers.
• Cleans fur, food bowls, litter boxes, and more!

$18.95

Medium Blue 2 inch Detail brush scrubbing 
the gas cap on a boat.

Stiff Red 4 inch Drillbrush scrub-
bing deck stairs.

Drillbrush Soft White Original brush cleaning pet hair and shreaded 
cardboard out of a carpet.

“This worked really well 
to pull up my husky/

shepard’s fur from out 
of the carpet of our 
minivan. I set up my 
kids with my cordless 

drill and they took “half a 
dog” worth of fur out of 

the van.”
- Fidget

Amazon Customer

“The drill bush I used not 
only made it so much 

quicker but far easier too. 
They’re good quality and 
reasonably priced too. I 
was going to make my 

own following some online 
hacks but these worked 

out at least as cheap if not 
cheaper.”

- Glen Davis
Amazon UK Customer
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SCRUBBING PADS
 Brushes aren’t the only way to get surfaces clean. Drillbrush offers a line of scrubbing pads for 
all	of	your	buffing	and	polishing	needs.	Below	are	descriptions	of	all	the	scrub	pads	we	currently	sell	
and a chart listing which kits the pads are available in.

DRILLBRUSH SCRUBBING PAD COLOR, STIFFNESS, & KIT AVAILABILITY CHART
STIFFNESS FOAM

ORANGE - FOAM

SOFT
WHITE ORANGE

MODERATE
BLUEWINE RED

MEDIUM
GRAY

STIFF
RED

ABRASIVE
GREENCOLOR

IN 420 WRB KIT?
IN 21-PIECE KIT?

IN 38-PIECE KIT?

4 INCH FOAM SCRUBBING PADS 4 INCH MEDIUM BLUE SCRUBBING PADS

4 INCH SOFT WHITE SCRUBBING PADS 4 INCH MEDIUM GRAY SCRUBBING PADS

4 INCH SOFT ORANGE SCRUBBING PADS 4 INCH STIFF RED SCRUBBING PADS

4 INCH MODERATE WINE RED SCRUBBING PADS 4 INCH ABRASIVE GREEN SCRUBBING PADS

 Foam pads are the softest scrubbing pad we produce. Unlike the the other pads, 
the foam pad is made from a spongey material that is perfect for glass surfaces, such as 
windshields and mirrors.

 The Foam pad can be found as part of the Drillbrush 21-piece and 38-piece kits.

 The 4 inch Medium Blue pad is a general purpose scrubbing pad that can be used on 
most	household	surfaces.	It	shines	when	cleaning	porcelain,	fiberglass,	vinyl,	and	plastic.

 This pad can be found in the 42O-WRB and 21-piece pad brush kits.

 Drillbrush 4 inch White pads are the softest non-foam pad. The mesh material is 
perfect for everyday polishing on delicate surfaces, such as wood furniture, mirrors, windows, 
and shower doors.

 This pad is available in the 42O-WRB and 21-piece pad brush kits.

 Gray pads have the same stiffness as the Blue pads, making them just as affective 
for general purpose scrubbing in bathrooms kitchens, and more!

 The Gray pad can only be found in the 38-piece kit.

 The Drillbrush 4 inch Soft Orange pad is the same stiffness as the White pad. As 
such, everything the White pad can do, from polishing to delicate surface scrubbing, is within 
the Orange pad’s purview

 The Orange pad is unique to the 38-piece kit.

	 Stiff	Red	pads	are	best	suited	for	more	difficult	tasks,	like	scrubbing	stainless	steel,	
cookware, and surfaces plagued by baked-on messes. 

 Stiff Red pads are included as part of the 42O-WRB and 21-piece pad brush kits.

 The Wine Red pad is a half-step between the Soft pads and Medium pads. It’s great 
for general purpose jobs that require a little extra coarseness to scrub properly.

 This pad is only available in the 38-piece kit.

 Abrasive Green pads are the stiffest pad we sell. Their tough nature helps cleans grill 
surfaces, masonry, and steel.

 The Green pad can be found in the 38-piece kit.

Drillbrush 4 inch Foam pad 
scrubbing a windshield.

Drillbrush 4 inch Stiff Red pad 
scrubbing the walls of a kitchen 

sink.
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PAD-BRUSH KITS
 Get the best of both worlds with Brush and Pad combo kits! With a healthy assortment of 
brushes and pads, you can tackle any cleaning task that presents itself. New this year are the massive 
21 and 38 piece brush and Pad Kits.

42O 4 INCH WRB PAD & BRUSH COMBO KITS

21-PIECE PAD & BRUSH COMBO KITS

38-PIECE PAD & BRUSH COMBO KIT

S-W42O-P4-2WRB-3V-QC-DB

W -E542OMCS-P4-3WRB-2F-3V-5X-QC-DB

S-Y42O-P4-2WRB-3V-QC-DB

Y -E542OMCS-P4-3WRB-2F-3V-5X-QC-DB

S-G42O-P4-2WRB-3V-QC-DB

G -E542OMCS-P4-3WRB-2F-3V-5X-QC-DB

S-B42O-P4-2WRB-3V-QC-DB

B -E542OMCS-P4-3WRB-2F-3V-5X-QC-DB

S-R42O-P4-2WRB-3V-QC-DB

R -E542OMCS-P4-3WRB-2F-3V-5X-QC-DB

S-K42O-P4-2WRB-3V-QC-DB

SOFT WHITE
42O-WRB PAD BRUSH KIT

SOFT WHITE
21-PIECE PAD BRUSH KIT

MEDIUM YELLOW
42O-WRB PAD BRUSH KIT

MEDIUM YELLOW
21-PIECE PAD BRUSH KIT

MEDIUM GREEN
42O-WRB PAD BRUSH KIT

MEDIUM GREEN
21-PIECE PAD BRUSH KIT

MEDIUM BLUE
42O-WRB PAD BRUSH KIT

MEDIUM BLUE
21-PIECE PAD BRUSH KIT

STIFF RED
42O-WRB PAD BRUSH KIT

STIFF RED
21-PIECE PAD BRUSH KIT

ULTRA STIFF
42O-WRB PAD BRUSH KIT

$25.95

$39.95

$49.95

• 7-piece brush kit featuring a 2 inch 
Short brush, 4 inch brush, Original 
brush, 4 inch Soft White pad, 4 inch 
Medium Blue pad, 4 inch Stiff Red pad, 
and 3 inch pad backer.

• All brushes and backer feature a 
1/4” quickchange shaft for use in all 
cordless drills and impact drivers.

• Original brush cleans corners and 
contoured surfaces. 

• 4 inch Flat brush and scrub pads are 
built	for	cleaning	and	polishing	flat	
surfaces.

• 2 inch Short brush is built for spot 
cleaning and detailing.

• See Page 42 for info on Pads, See Page 
46 for info on Backers.

• Available in Soft White, Medium Yellow, 
Green, and Blue, Stiff Red, and Ultra 
Stiff Black.

• 21-piece brush kit featuring a 2 inch Short, 2 
inch Long, 4 inch, 5 inch, Edge, Corner, Mini 
Original, and Original brushes, as well as three 
Soft 4 inch pads, three Medium 4 inch pads, 
three Stiff 4 inch pads, two 4 inch Foam pads, 
a 3 inch Backer, a Threaded-to-Quickhange 
Adapter, and a 5 inch extension.

• All brushes feature a 1/4” quickchange shaft 
for use in all cordless drills and impact drivers.

• Mini, Original, and Corner brushes clean 
corners and contoured surfaces. 4 inch and 
5	inch	Flat	brushes	are	for	cleaning	flat	
surfaces. The 2 inch Short brush is built for 
spot cleaning and detailing. The Edge brush 
scrubs groutl ines and grooved surfaces.

• 4 inch scrubbing pads attach to the 3 inch 
hook-and-loop mesh Backer and can polish 
and	buff	flat	surfaces.

• Threaded to Quickchange Adapter allows use 
of Backer in standard drills [see Page 46]

• 5 inch extension accepts all brushes and 
assists in cleaning hard-to-reach surfaces. 
[see Page 46]

• Available in Soft White, Medium Yellow, Green, 
and Blue, and Stiff Red.

• 21-piece brush kit featuring a 2 inch Short, 2 inch Long, 4 inch, 5 inch, 
Edge, Corner, Mini Original, and Original brushes, as well as three Soft 4 
inch pads, three Medium 4 inch pads, three Stiff 4 inch pads, two 4 inch 
Foam pads, a 3 inch Backer, a Threaded-to-Quickhange Adapter, and a 5 
inch extension.

• All brushes feature a 1/4” quickchange shaft for use in all cordless drills 
and impact drivers.

• Mini, Original, and Corner brushes clean corners and contoured surfaces. 
4	inch	and	5	inch	Flat	brushes	are	for	cleaning	flat	surfaces.	The	2	inch	
Short brush is built for spot cleaning and detailing. The Edge brush scrubs 
groutl ines and grooved surfaces.

• 4 inch scrubbing pads attach to the 3 inch hook-and-loop mesh Backer and 
can	polish	and	buff	flat	surfaces.

• Threaded to Quickchange Adapter allows use of Backer in standard drills 
[see Page 46]

• 5 inch extension accepts all brushes and assists in cleaning hard-to-reach 
surfaces. [see Page 46]

• 8 brushes; Soft White 2 inch Short and Jumbo Original, Medium Yellow 2 
inch Short and Original, Medium Green 4 inch, Medium Blue Edge, Stiff 
Red 2 inch Long, and Ultra Stiff Black Mini Original brush.

• 27 pads; 1 Foam, 8 Soft Orange, 8 Moderate Red, 8 Medium Gray, 2 
Abrasive Green. 

• 3 accessories; 7 inch extension, 3 inch backer, T-to-QC Adapter.

 The 38-piece kit is the largest Drillbrush kit ever produced, featuring 8 brushes from all colors 
and	stiffnesses,	27	scrubbing	pads	composed	of	five	different	grades	of	coarseness,	and	3	accessories.
There isn’t much you can’t clean with this all-star kit.

38PC-COMBO-QC-DB-A

Contents of the Drillbrush 38-piece kit.

38-PIECE KIT

2 INCH BRUSH (SHORT)

4 INCH FLAT BRUSH

JUMBO ORIGINAL BRUSH

4 INCH THIN PAD (8X)

4 INCH FOAM PAD

3 INCH PAD BACKER

2 INCH BRUSH (SHORT)

MINI ORIGINAL BRUSH

EDGE BRUSH

4 INCH THIN PAD (8X)

7 INCH EXTENSION

ADAPTER

2 INCH BRUSH (LONG)

CLASSIC ORIGINAL BRUSH

4 INCH THIN PAD (8X)

4 INCH THIN PAD (2X)

SOFT WHITE BRISTLES - HOME & AUTO BRUSH
SPOT CLEANING & DETAILING

GREEN MEDIUM BRISTLES - KITCHEN BRUSH
FLAT AREAS & GROUT LINES

SOFT WHITE BRISTLES - HOME & AUTO BRUSH
CORNERS & CONTOURED SURFACES

MODERATE  WINE RED PAD
POLISHING & SCRUBBING

FOAM SPONGE PAD
POLISHING & SCRUBBING

HOOK-&-LOOP MATERIAL ATTACHES TO PADS.
ADAPTER SCREWS INTO BACK.

MEDIUM YELLOW BRISTLES - BATHROOM BRUSH
SPOT CLEANING & DETAILING

BLACK ULTRA STIFF BRISTLES - GRILL BRUSH
TIGHT CORNERS & CONTOURED SURFACES

MEDIUM BLUE BRISTLES - MARINE BRUSH
GROUT LINES & GROOVES

MEDIUM GRAY PAD
POLISHING & SCRUBBING

ACCESSORY TOOL
ATTACHES TO 1/4” QUICKCHANGE BITS

ADAPTS 5/8” 11-COUNT THREADED NUTS TO 
1/4” QUICKCHANGE CHUCKS.

STIFF RED BRISTLES - OUTDOOR BRUSH
SPOT CLEANING & DETAILING

MEDIUM YELLOW BRISTLES - BATHROOM BRUSH
CORNERS & CONTOURED SURFACES

SOFT ORANGE PAD
POLISHING & SCRUBBING

ABRASIVE GREEN PAD
POLISHING & SCRUBBING
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ACCESSORIES
	 Brush	may	be	in	the	name,	but	it’s	not	all	we	do.	In	addition	to	our	flagship	brushes	and	scrub	
pads, we also have a few nifty gadgets, tools, and solutions to help step up your cleaning game!

3 INCH PAD BACKER

MEDIUM YELLOW 42O-DT KIT

THREADED-TO-QUICKCHANGE ADAPTER

COTTON BUFFER

5 INCH EXTENSION

7 INCH EXTENSION DRILL-TERGENT BATHROOM CLEANER

3IN-V-QC-DB

Y-S-42O-QC-DB-4OZ-DT

QC-T-ADAPTER-DB

COT-WH-LBUFER

5X-QC-DB

7X-QC-DB 4OZ-DT

$6.95

$21.95

$2.95

$24.95

$7.55

$7.99 $4.95

• 3 inches (7.62cm) diameter backer.
• Hook-and-loop mesh material sticks to all scrub pads.
• 5/8	inch	threaded,	11	threads	per	inch	nut	fits	

polishers and adapter.
• Comes	with	Threaded-to-Quickchange	Adapter	to	fit	

all cordless drills & impact drivers.

• 4-piece kit featuring a bottle of Drill-tergent, a 2 inch 
short brush, 4 inch Flat brush, and Original brush, all 
in Medium Yellow.

• 1/4	inch	quickchange	shaft	fits	all	cordless	drills	&	
impact drivers.

• Medium Yellow brushes are great for bathroom-based messes.

• 1/4	inch	quickchange	shaft	fits	all	cordless	drills	&	
impact drivers.

• 5/8	inch	threaded,	11	threads	per	inch	shaft	fits	3	
inch backers.

• Stainless steel construction.

• 2.75 inch (6.985cm) diameter, 3.75 (7.62cm) inches 
long	1/4	inch	quickchange	shaft	fits	all	cordless	
drills & impact drivers.

• Great for delicate cleaning surfaces, polishing, and 
buffing.

• Made in the USA.

• 5 inches (12.7cm) in length.
• 1/4	inch	quickchange	shaft	fits	all	cordless	drills	&	

impact drivers.
• Sliding	1/4	inch	quickchange	chuck	fits	all	

quickchange brushes.
• Steel construction.

• 7 inches (17.78cm) in length.
• 1/4	inch	quickchange	shaft	fits	all	cordless	drills	&	

impact drivers.
• Sliding	1/4	inch	quickchange	chuck	fits	all	

quickchange brushes.
• Steel construction.

• 4 oz bottle.
• Sealable applicator cap.
• Enviromentally safe, biodegradeable, and non-toxic. 
• Removes 99% of germs.
• Great for tile grout, hard water stains, and porcelain.

Threaded-to-Quickchange Adapter in a 3 inch Backer attatched to a White 4 inch pad scrubbing a mirror.

Medium Yellow Original in a 7 inch extension 
scrubbing a toilet basin.

Cotton Buffer being used with a 5 inch extension to scrub headlights.

“This brush lasts much longer than the others I 
have tried!”

- Dan
Amazon Customer
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FAQ
 A collection of commonly asked questions about Drillbrush products and services, curated from 
the	many	phone	and	email	conversations	we’ve	had	in	our	fifteen	year	history.	Have	any	questions	that	
aren’t featured here? Send us an email at info@drillbrush.com

TIPS & TRICKS
 Drillbrush is easy to use, but there are advanced strategies and you can employ to increase 
the life of your brush and clean more effectively. Below is a selection of our most common advice and 
techniques.

Q: IS THE DRILL INCLUDED?
A: No. The drill is NOT included.

Q: CAN I USE A DRILLBRUSH IN A CORDED DRILL?
A: No. The high torque may be too much for the brushes to handle and using a corded 
drill with water-based cleaners may pose an electrocution hazard.

Q: CAN I USE DRILLBRUSH PRODUCTS IN DREMELS AND ANGLE GRINDERS?
A: No. Doing so would be dangerous and would damage your Drillbrush product.

Q: WHAT DRILLS ARE DRILLBRUSH PRODUCTS COMPATIBLE WITH?
A: All brushes with a quick change shaft fit in all impact drivers and 3/8” cordless drills. 
For other shaft types, view the Shaft Guide on page 5.

Q: ARE DRILLBRUSH PRODUCTS GURANTEED?
A: All Drillbrush Products have a 90 day no questions asked money back guarantee. If 
you are not completely satisfied with our product we will issue a full refund or ship out a 
replacement at the buyer’s request.

Q: DO YOU ACCEPT CREDIT CARD PAYMENTS OVER THE PHONE?
A: We do not accept credit card payments over the phone as it is insecure and puts your 
information at risk. However, we accept all major credit cards and PayPal through our 
secure website checkout.

Q: IS DRILLBRUSH AVAILABLE AT LOCAL RETIALERS?
A: Yes. While we are primarily an e-commerce business, we are currently available in select Ace Hardare, True Value, and 
Meijer stores. For a list of locations, visit www.drillbrush.com/united-states. For additional information, see page 50.

Q: DO YOU SHIP OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES?
A: Yes. We ship to most countries through our website. If you are ordering from Drillbrush.com, go to drillbrush.com/

international to view all available shipping zones. We are also 
available on international Amazon sites. View the availability 
chart (see graph above) to see where we are carried.

Q: HOW MUCH DO YOU CHARGE TO SHIP?
A: Shipping is $4.95 for all orders in the United States. For 
international shipping, use the shipping calculator at checkout 
on our website.

Q: DOES THE COLORING ON THE BRISTLES COME OFF?
A: No. The color is infused with the fiber, it will not wear off.

Q: ARE THE BLACK BRISTLES ON THE ORIGINAL AND MINI BRUSHES A 
DIFFERENT STIFFNESS FROM THE REST OF THE BRUSH?
A: The black bristles are the same stiffness as the rest of the 
brush (pictured left).

Q: WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE THREE MEDIUM BRUSHES?
A: They are the same stiffness, but are colored differently and 
given different applications to prevent cross contamination. 
This way, a brush used in bathrooms is not used in a kitchen 
near food.

• If you are uncertain on which brush to use for a certain application, refer to our color chart (see Page 4).

• To increase the longevity of your brush, periodically switch between forward and reverse on your drill. This will keep your 
bristles from bending and help your more effectively.

• Brushes are more durable than pads, but pads are better for 
polishing and smooth surfaces.

• If you are cleaning something that is submerged or tough to reach, 
use an extension (see page 46) to help give you that extra reach.

• To remove pet hair from furniture and clothes easily, use an original 
brush at a low drill-speed. NOTE: Do not use cleaning solutions 
when cleaning pet hair.

• To lessen the amount of splatter when cleaning, use less liquid, 
create a cleaning paste, or use the brush at a slower speed.

• Use a close-quarters drill on flat surfaces to have better drill control. 
(pictured above)

• If your Drillbrush comes in a box or blister pack you can save the 
packaging and use it as a storage container for your brushes. This 
will protect you brushes from being crushes or misplaced when not in 
use.

• It is recommended you clean with the sides of the Original and Mini 
brushes, as it will allow you to clean larger surfaces. The nose of the 
brush is good for tasks such as drains or corners.

The black bristles on Original-style brushes are
the same stiffness as the base color.

Amazon sites Drillbrush is sold on.

Medium Green Original Drillbrush in a 7 inch 
extenson cleaning a coffee pot.

Stiff 5 inch Red Flat brush in a Close Quarters Drill scrubbing metal siding.

AMAZON INTERNATIONAL 
AVAILABILITY

AUSTRALIA
CANADA
FRANCE
GERMANY
ITALY
JAPAN
MEXICO
NETHERLANDS
POLAND
SPAIN
UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
UNITED KINGDOM
UNITED STATES

amazon.com.au
amazon.ca
amazon.fr
amazon.de
amazon.it
amazon.co.jp
amazon.com.mx
amazon.nl
amazon.pl
amazon.es
amazon.ae
amazon.co.uk
amazon.com
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ONLINE & RETAIL STORES

SPOTTING A GENUINE DRILLBRUSH

 In addition to our website, Drillbrush products are also available on a variety of other online 
marketplaces, which is perfect for the digital shopper who has their preferred sites to order from. 
Browse our list of store fronts below.

CONTACTS & SOCIAL
 Have any questions about the Drillbrush Power Scrubber? Give us a call, send an email, or 
reach out to us on social media and a representative will assist you as best as they can!

ONLINE STORES THAT CARRY DRILLBRUSH

RETAIL STORES THAT CARRY DRILLBRUSH
 Drillbrush products are carried in select ACE Hardware, True Value, 
and Meijer stores, as well as some small independent hardware stores 
across the United States. Visit drillbrush.com/pages/united-states for all 
US retail locations.

 Internationally, we are also sold at BKF Costa Rica and Chimagra 
Caraibes in Guadeloupe. Visit drillbrush.com/pages/buy-internationally for a list of international shipping options and 
other international store fronts.

• Acme Tools
• Amazon
• Chewy
• Do It Best
• Ebay

• Etsy
• Imperial
• Meijer
• The Paper Store
• Zoro

HOW TO ORDER:
•  Visit drillbrush.com
•  Visit our Amazon page at amazon.com/drillbrush

QUESTIONS?
•  Call us at (315)-527-1817
•  E-mail us at info@drillbrush.com
•  Visit our FAQ page at www.drillbrush.com/faqs

FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL MEDIA
•  TWITTER: @Drillbrush
•  FACEBOOK: facebook.com/drillbrush
•  YOUTUBE: youtube.com/user/DRILLBRUSH
•  PINTEREST: pinterest.com/drillbrush
•  INSTAGRAM: instagram.com/drillbrush

FOR DISTRIBUTORS INTERESTED IN CARRYING DRILLBRUSH 
PRODUCTS:
•  E-mail us at info@drillbrush.com for a wholesale 
price guide.

FOR NOTIFICATIONS ON SALES, COUPONS, AND NEW 
PRODUCTS:
•  E-mail info@drillbrush.com and request to be 
added to our mailing list.

IF YOU LIKE OUR PRODUCTS, LEAVE A REVIEW!

Thank you to my family and friends who helped 
make Drillbrush a reality, all of my employees who 
work tirelessly to grow the Drillbrush brand, and all 
of our customers for supporting us and leaving their 

feedback.
-Anthony J. LaPolla

Founder of Drillbrush

The Drillbrush Warehouse

The Drillbrush Staff and Contractors.
From top to bottom, left to right; Aldi (Executive Assistant), Josh 

(COO), John (Art & Media), Pat (Sales), Tony (Founder/CEO), Jeff 
(IT), Amar (CDO), Armin (CAO), and Russell (Photographer)

The first Drillbrush order.

Soft White 4 inch flat brush scrubbing a car’s windshield.

  Drillbrush products have been the target of knock-offs and counterfeits posing as the real 
thing. By ordering through our website, drillbrush.com, or one of our official seller pages, you 

can avoid fraudulent listings. However, if you’re uncertain of a product’s legitimacy, there are 
a few ways you can help verify its authenticity.

  Authentic Drillbrush products feature the words “Useful Products” embossed on 
the block of the brush (pictured left), as well as safety disclaimers and recommended RPM. 
Smaller brushes may just say “Useful Products” or  “Drillbrush.”

  Drillbrush Original, Mini, 
and Jumbo brushes come with a sticker 

wrapped around the block that says 
“Drillbrush.com.” The sticker is yellow 
on the Original brush, green on the Mini 
brush, and black on the Jumbo brush. 

 Some official Drillbrush packaging features a unique 
Transparency ID on the back of the box. Customers can 
check the authenticity of their product by scanning the 
code with the Transparency app or the Amazon app on their 
smartphone or mobile device.

 For more information visit: www.drillbrush.com/genuine-drillbrush

A sample transparency label and its 
location on a Drillbrush box.

Top of a Drillbrush 5 inch 
brush. “Useful Products” 

branding is highlighted white 
in this example.



“TURN YOUR DRILL INTO A CLEANING MACHINE!”

Phone:  (315)-527-1817        E-mail:  info@drillbrush.com        Website:  drillbrush.com
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